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   A B S T R A C T 
  

Bunkering has to do with the fueling of Ships. It is a 

legitimate trade whereby licensed operators are 

authorized to provide fuel and other provision to vessels.  

This study has appraised the practice of the bunker 

trade in Nigeria with emphasis on the Niger Delta Region 

and to demystify all that has been stated about illegal 

bunkering in Nigeria.  Bunkering as an organized trade 

has traders, brokers and buyers who play very important 

roles.  These have been extensively examined. 

Interesting findings that will help the government in 

regulating the trade thus improving its contribution to 

the growth of the economy has been revealed.  The 

hindrances affecting the smooth operation of the trade 

had been highlighted too and suggestions made.  
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Chapter 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
1.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION  
 
This study covered the subject Oil Bunkering in the Niger Delta 
Region of Nigeria spanning a                                                                                                         
seventeen year period from 1990 to 2007.  The Niger Delta area 
is host to Nigerian proven oil and Gas reserves estimated at over 
one trillion barrels or 126 billion cubic.  Other baseline 
information about the Niger Delta has been examined in brief 
looking at the topography, the people and demography and the 
land area.  The history of Bunker oil and the various types of 
bunker has been examined.   The bunker trade has extensively 
been exposed as well as the transportation of bunker fuel.  The 
various types of vessels involved have also been understudied.  
 
 Bunker fuel is technically any type of fuel used aboard ships to 
fire its engines.  In the olden days, ships used coal to fire their 
engines.  Where the coal was stored for use to fire the engines is 
called a BUNKER.  We have moved from coal to thermal fuel oil to 
fire ship engines but somehow the terminology has not changed. 
 
Bunkering is the process of dealing with bunker fuel.  According 
to Oxford English Dictionary – Bunkering is a legitimate process 
whereby a duly licensed operator provides fuels, water and 
lubricants (bunkering services) for marine services on request.  
Therefore bunkering is simply the fueling of ship.  It could be  
likened to establishing a floating fuel service station on the high 
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seas or at coastal jetties to supply fuel and  provisions including 
water to ships. 
 
Bunkering is an age long activity.  Coal was initially used to fire 
ship engines.   Improvement in technology had led to the upgrade   
of ship engines, hence the hi-tech redesign of ship’s firing power .  
Today bunker fuel oil remains the most popular firing power for 
all types of vessels.  It is not surprising therefore that the 
demand and supply of bunker fuel has helped to develop many 
economies worldwide.  Nigeria is a country blessed with the crude 
oil from where bunker fuel is extracted.  Nigeria ought to have a 
booming bunker oil market from  where vessels  from other lands 
would have been visiting to re-fuel but the situation appears not 
to be case.  Today, most bunkering activities in Niger-delta area 
are illegally done.  It is therefore not surprising that at the 
mention of bunkering everyone thinks of an illegally activity.   
 
However there is the need to differentiate between bunkering 
from oil theft and pipeline vandalization.  These are not the same 
thing although they are closely related.  The study has dealt with 
each case in detail.  However, in discussing certain parts of this 
dissertation it was not possible to separate oil bunkering from oil 
theft and pipeline vandalization.  The available statistics and  
data did not help matters.  Statistics are awash as to amount of 
money which the nation loses from oil theft, pipeline vandalisation 
and illegal oil bunkering.  According to Akanimo  (2004) Nigeria 
loses $7 Bilion yearly to oil theft  while  Ikokwu (2007) puts the 
figure at $14 Billion yearly.  Report by Odeyela 2003 alledged 
that N38bn was lost in six months in 1996. Illegal bunkering leads 
to the loss of billions of dollars in public funds.  These funds 
could have been used to build schools, hospitals, provide 
electricity and improvement on other public utilities so that the 
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nation develops.  But the practice only enriches few individuals 
who criminally converts what does not belong to them. 
 
Bunkering in itself is a legitimate and legal business which can be 
practiced without problems.  Elsewhere in other nations, 
bunkering thrives and boost their economies.  Under the Nigerian 
constitution, all minerals, oil and gas in Nigeria belongs to the 
Federal Government.  Oil extraction outside the framework of an 
agreement with the Federal Government is illegal just as is the 
possession of crude oil by anyone not licensed to do so.  Illegal 
bunkering has today been termed the most profitable private 
business.  The stolen crude are currently been sold at around US 
$15 to 20 per barrel on the spot market while the actual price 
market prices is between $100  per barrel (as at the time of this 
report). It should be noted that the price of crude is presently at 
an all time high and is increasing daily.  There are no capital costs 
to the illegal bunkerer as the infrastructure belongs to the 
Nigerian Government and the oil companies. They simply smile to 
the banks with millions of dollars everyday.  It has also  been 
repeatedly alledged that the fight for control of the illegal oil 
bunkering opportunities in Niger Delta region of Nigeria has been 
the cause of the escalating violence in that region. 
 
The Niger Delta region of Nigeria is situated in the southern part 
of Nigeria and bordered to the South by the Atlantic Ocean and 
to the East by Cameroon.  It occupies a surface area of about 
112,110 square kilometers.  There are nine states of the 
federation in the area called Niger Delta and it accounts for 28 
million Nigerians.  Conflict in the Niger Delta region arose in the 
early 1990s due to tensions between the foreign oil corporations 
and a number of the Niger-Delta’s minority ethnic groups who 
felt that they were being exploited, particularly the Ogonis as 
well as the ijaws in late 1990s.  Today, competition for control of 
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illegal oil bunkering opportunity in the region has fuelled violence 
between innumerable ethnic groups causing the militarization of 
nearly the entire region by ethnic militia groups as well as the 
military and the police. 
 
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
 
The term bunkering has been thoroughly abused, demonized and 
misused in Nigerian parlance, so much so that the mere mention 
of it readily evokes, connotes or triggers subliminal suggestions 
of grand illegality in the Nigerian paradigm.  According to Braide  
(2005) when petroleum products pipeline get cannibalized, the 
average Nigerian visualizes illegal bunkering at work or if a 
shipload of crude oil is stolen from the refinery and sold off as 
low-pour fuel oil (LPFO) in international market, the average 
Nigeria assumes that illegal bunkering has taken place. 
 
Illegal bunkering has so much captured the Nigerian minds in such 
a way that one can never assume that there is anything legal 
about bunkering.  It is always thought of as being a mafia 
business so much shrouded in secrecy that only the initiated can 
discuss and learn about this. It is often compare to high sea 
piracy of the dark ages, operating as sea robbers to deny the 
states of hard earned income.  But these are all fallacies.  
Bunkering business and trade is a big and legitimate business.  
The fact is that the Nigerian bunker market is not well 
structured and organized resulting in haphazard access to and 
dealing in bunkers.  This study is set to demystify all these 
fallacies and to set out for public knowledge, all that is required 
to be done to practice the bunkering business in Nigeria.  
Ordinarily one is expected to understand what it takes to 
register and practice the trade in the country; who are the 
approving, monitoring and regulatory authorities for the practice 
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of the trade.  Who are the bunker broker, buyer and seller.  The 
types of bunker oil useable by ships.  What are the various 
hazards in the trade?  The role of the Niger-Delta militants in 
the practice of the trade and the promotion of illegality in the 
trade.  New products, technologies and legislation are being 
introduced and new markets are being explored.  What are the 
effect of movement within the two giant industries that 
bunkering trade is part of and operates in, that is shipping and 
oil?  All these are fully examined. 
 
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
 
The main purpose of this research is to appraise the bunker 
trade in Nigeria with emphasis on the Niger Delta Region and to 
demystify all that has been stated about illegal bunkering in 
Nigeria.  It is also my personal decision and intention to advance 
the frontiers of knowledge in this specialized area of shipping 
and oil industry and to bring to light how the trade is being 
practiced in some developed selected countries of the world. 
 
The specific objectives included to: 
 

i. Identify the structure of the market in Nigeria 
especially in the Niger- Delta region 

ii. Identify the major players in the trade and their various 
roles 

iii. Highlight and explain how the trade is practiced in other 
countries 

iv. Highlight the present and projected demand and supply 
of bunkering services in the Nigeria especially in the 
Niger- Delta. 
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v. Examine the contribution which bunkering activity will 
make to the Nigerian economy, included here will be the 
contribution to GDP, Nation’s Balance of Payments, 
capital inflows to the Nigerian Economy, and incremental 
employment opportunities. 

vi. Assessment of expected environmental impact from ship 
bunkering, including oil spills from bunker handling, 
possible generation of fumes and or odors, risk from ship 
to ships bunkering etc. 

vii. Evaluate the impact of incidental oil spills on the fishing 
and agrarian communities in the Niger Delta as well as 
the population displacement, migration and ongoing 
violence attendant thereto. 

 
1.4 RELEVANT RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
There are some basic questions that come to mind when dealing 
with issues like Oil Bunkering trade in Nigeria. 
 

 Do we have an organized bunker oil market in the country  
 Who are the major players and their various roles?  
 Are there sufficient bunker infrastructures in place? 
 Are there any economic benefits derivable to the country 

from oil bunkering trade when we have better structures 
in place? 

 Are there sufficient controls and monitoring by the 
regulatory bodies to the market players? 

 Does illegal bunkering really exist in Nigeria? 
 Is illegal bunkering harmful to the country and who 

stands to lose from such activity? 
 Is there any direct relationship between illegal oil 

bunkering and the crisis in the Niger Delta region of 
Nigeria? 
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1.5 SCOPE OF STUDY 
 
This study is concentrated on all that is expected to be known 
about bunkering in Nigeria with emphasis on the Niger Delta 
Region and what happens elsewhere in the world.  It would also 
look at the roles played by the bunker brokers and traders, and 
how the trade is regulated both in Nigeria and internationally.  It 
examines the types of bunker fuel available and the vessels that 
utilized them.  An attempt was also be made to look at the origin 
and history of bunkers.  Recommendations have been made on the 
way forward and how the country can get maximum benefit from 
bunkering.  The illegal oil bunkering trade in which the nation lost 
huge sums of money annually was reviewed and findings reported. 
 
 
1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
 
The study is important, as it has helped to demystify all that 
secrecy that has shrouded the subject of oil bunkering in Nigeria.  
It is expected that the research will contribute more to the 
frontiers of knowledge as much was revealed in the course of the 
study.  Both the maritime and oil industries stand to benefit 
immensely from the results of this research, especially as its 
recommendations may lead to government action in regulating the 
trade thus improving its contribution to the growth of the 
economy. 
 
Behind all that is known as illegal bunkering there is a 
resemblance of organized bunker trade in the country.  This 
study has identified the major players in the trade and 
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regulatory policies aimed at checking substandard practices and 
illegal bunkering. 
 
Clearly an organized bunker market will add value to the economy 
more so as Nigeria has the ambition to become one of the leading 
economies by the year 2020. 
 
1.7  PLAN OF  WORK 
 
This study has been organized into 5 main chapters. While 
chapter one dealt with the introduction of the study, the purpose 
and scope of the study including the relevant research problems 
and hypothesis while Chapter (2) deals with literature review. The 
review includes how the trade is practiced both legally and 
illegally both in Nigeria and in some selected countries. Chapter 
(3) is on sampling design and method used in gathering data and in 
chapter four (4), all data gathered are analyzed using simple 
statistical methods and they are presented according to the 
research questions earlier posed/and to the hypothesis earlier 
formulated. Chapter 5 presents the summary of all the findings.  
Recommendations on the way forward are also given. 
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    CHAPTER TWO 
 
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Brief Background of Nigeria 
 
Nigeria is the world’s largest independent black nation and also 
the most populous country in Africa.  With a current population 
estimate of about 150 million people (official 1991 census figure 
was 88.9 million).  The country covers a total geographical area of 
923,768 square kilometers. It lies on the western coast of Africa 
by the Gulf of Guinea, about five degrees north of the Equator.  
It is bordered on the west by Republic of Benin, on the North by 
Niger Republic and on the East by the Republic of Cameroun to its 
South is the Atlantic Ocean.  A land of lush vegetation and rolling 
vends, Nigeria’s climate varies from tropical at the coast to sub-
tropical further inland.  Its high temperature increases as one 
moves from south to the North.  Nigeria is between the Tropic of 
Cancer and the Equator, so there are two well marked seasons, 
namely the dry season lasting from November to March and the 
rainy season from April to October.  Temperatures at the coast 
seldom rise above 32C, but humidity can be as high as 950C.  
Further North, the humidity is lower with temperature ranging 
from  120C to 360C.    
 
 
Nigeria is enormously endowed with rich natural resources.  With 
vast arable hinterland suitable for variety of large-scale 
agricultural production, solid minerals of quantum commercial 
quantities abound in different parts of the country.  These 
endowments are further complemented with enormous crude oil 
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and gas reserves, conservatively estimated to last well into the 
next century. 
 
As the sixth largest oil exporting nation in the world, the 
country’s oil and gas production accounts for a great deal of 
upstream and downstream industrial activities.  Production 
frontiers are increasingly moving into deep-sea operations.  The 
Nigerian liquefied Natural Gas Plant at Bonny Island is the largest 
single industrial undertaking in Africa.  Nigeria’s gas reserve is 
estimated at about 150 trillion cubic feet, this represents over 
five percent of world total. 
 
Nigeria is a leading petroleum producer and exporter.  It is the 
12th largest producer of petroleum in the world and the eighth 
largest exporter.  Nigeria also has one of the world’s largest 
proven natural reserves and is a founding member of OPEC.  
However, due to crumbling infrastructure, on going civil strife in 
the Niger Delta and corruption, oil production and export is 
operating below installed capacity.   
 
Like many third world nations, Nigeria has accumulated a 
significant foreign debt.  However, many of the projects financed 
by these debts were inefficient, bedeviled by corruption or failed 
to live up to expectations.  Nigeria defaulted on its debt as 
arrears and penalty interest accumulated and increased the size 
of the debt.  In October 2005, Nigeria and its Paris Club 
creditors reached an agreement that will reduce Nigeria’s debt 
by 60%.  Nigeria will use part of its oil windfall to pay the 
residual 40%.This deal will free at least $1.15 billion annually for 
poverty reduction programmes.  As of April 2006, Nigeria became 
the first African country to fully pay off her debt owed to the 
Paris Club. (Badejo 2006) 
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2.2 THE AREA NIGER DELTA REGION 
 
The Area called Niger – Delta Region is situated in the southern 
part of Nigeria and bordered to the south by the Atlantic Ocean 
and to the East by Cameroon.  It occupies a surface area of about 
112,110 square kilometers and that represents about 12% of 
Nigeria’s total surface area and has about twenty eight million 
inhabitants.  The area comprises of nine of the Nigeria’s thirty 
six states namely Abia, Akwa Ibom, Bayelsa, Cross Rivers, Delta, 
Edo, Imo, Ondo and Rivers State.(see table one and map overleaf 
 
The Niger Delta area accounts for over 80% of the Nation’s 
Revenue sources especially through the exploration of crude oil.  
In addition, maritime based sector activity is highly and 
predominantly felt around the region.  The creeks and inland 
waters provide huge opportunities for water transportation mode 
to develop efficiently and effectively along with infrastructure 
and facilities to support inland water ways mode. 
 
There are about five sea ports and eight oil export terminals in 
the region.  There are numerous jetties and many Floating 
Production Storage and Off Loading Vessels FPSOs in the region.  
These sea ports are located at 
   

 Port Harcourt Port  
 Federal Ocean Terminal (FOT) and Federal Light 

Terminal (FLT) ONNE, 
 Calabar port 
  New Delta Port complex at Warri (INCLUDING Sapele 

and Koko) 
 
While the eight oil export terminals are located at 
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 Escravos, Anthan, Qua Iboe, Bonny 
 Brass, Pennington, Forcados and Domy. 

 
There are also three other product receiving terminals at   

 Okirika,  
 Warri  
 Calabar.   

 
The crude oil export terminals in the region are being operated 
by the international oil companies who are the producers of the 
hard gold while the Nigerian Port Authority manages the 
terminals. 
Shell BP was the pioneer oil exploration and exploitation Company 
in this country and it produces over 50% of crude oil in this 
country as at date.  Shell is the operator of both the Bonny and 
the Forcados export terminals while Qua-Iboe is operated by 
Mobil.  Chevron handles the Pennington and Forcados terminals 
etc.The terminal facilities usually have a direct bearing to the 
pattern and quantity of crude oil generated by each terminal for 
exports. 
 
The Niger Delta region is generally endowed with natural source 
of energy resource.  These include crude oil, natural gas, lignite 
and other renewable energy resources.  Crude oil exploration and 
commercial activities are concentrated on the Niger Delta area 
and there is also proven evidence of huge gas reserves in the 
region too. 
 
The Nigerian economy revolves around the exploitation and 
exportation of crude oil.  Nigeria’s crude oil is the sweet and light 
type, being low in sulphur content.  It is highly sought after in the 
international crude market.  Currently, Nigeria’s oil production 
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accounts for 8% of the OPEC total daily production and 3% of the 
world’s volume (NNPC, 2000).  But Nigeria has lost much ground in 
OPEC as a result of the unrest in the Niger- Delta region which 
has significantly reduced oil production.   
 
Nigeria’s gas reserve presumed greater than the proven crude oil 
reserves though it has largely remained unexploited.  Nigeria’s 
gas reserve is estimated at about 124 trillion cubic feet.  In 
energy terms, this is said to be twice as much as the nation’s 
crude oil reserves.  (Okoh 2001) 
 
The petroleum industry is the backbone of the Nigerian economy, 
accounting for over 90% of the total foreign exchange revenue.  
Estimates of the total crude oil reserves vary but are generally 
accepted to be about 35 billion barrels.  All of the crude oil in 
Nigeria comes from numerous, small producing fields, located in 
the swamps of the Niger Delta. The product is exported through 
seven terminals and a number of floating production vessels.  
There are about 606 on shore oil fields, most with less than 100 
million barrels per day of extractible reserves. 
 
Up to the end of 1964 Shell –BP was the only oil company 
producing crude oil in Nigeria.  Today the number of producing 
companies has increased to eleven, with a total of 159 oil fields 
which produce from 1481 oil wells. (Badejo 2006) 
 
2.3 HISTORY OF THE BUNKER OIL AND TYPES OF 

BUNKER 
 
Bunker as fuel oil is one of the by-products of crude oil.  Crude oil 
was first produced commercially in 1859 when Colonel Edwin 
Drake struck oil at a depth of 60 feet at Titusville, Pennsylvania. 
(Wood.P.J) 1994 Crude petroleum oil is basically a mix of 
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naturally occurring organic compounds from within the earth and 
it contains primarily hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen.  When 
petroleum comes out of the ground it is called CRUDE OIL if 
dark and viscous, and CONDENSATE if clear and volatile.  When 
solid it is called ASPHALT and when semi-solid it is called TAR. 
 
Crude oil from where bunker oil comes can be in many forms.  
Usually it is black, but green, red or brown oils are also available.  
Most oils are mixtures of many different compounds most of 
which are hydro carbons.  There are four main hydrocarbons 
groups in petroleum namely saturates, aromatics, asphlatenes and 
nso. (san Joaquin geological society 2007)  
 
Petroleum in ancient times was called BITUMEN and mankind for 
centuries was not sure at all what bitumen was made of or where 
it came from.  Today, it is generally accepted that crude oil was 
formed over millions of years from the remains of tiny aquatic 
plants and animals that were exposed to the combined effects of 
time and temperature.  (WIKIPEDIA 1 the free encyclopedia) 
 
Crude oil are usually measured in barrels and when extracted 
undergoes a refining process from where as many as fourteen by- 
products can be obtained from each barrel of crude (see Table 2 
Overleaf).  The refining operation itself falls into three 
categories namely: 
 

i. Physical Separation:  Which involves Distillation, Solvent,          
        Extraction and De-sulphurisation. 
 
ii. Breaking Down:  Which involves Cracking, Visbreaking and 

Coking. 
iii. Re-Building processing – This is reforming. 
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It is after the refining process that we get what is called bunker 
fuel.  It is a common perception that bunker fuel is a waste 
product, left over from the refinery process but it is not as 
there is hardly any waste from a barrel of crude oil.  Virtually all 
of the crude that goes in at the beginning comes out at the other 
end as a saleable product. 
 
TABLE 2.2  REFINERY YIELD PER BARREL OF OIL 
S/NO   

                              REFINERY YIELD PER BARREL OF OIL 
1 Gasoline 45.8 percentage 
2 Jet Fuel 10.7 
3 Liquefied Gases 3.6 
4 Kerosene 0.3 
5 Distillate 20.9 
6 Residual Fuel Oil 6.8 
7 Feed stocks 2.9 
8 Special Naphtha 0.4 
9 Lubricants 1.2 
10 Waxes 0.1 
11 Coke 3.9 
12 Asphalt 3.2 
13 Still Gas 4.8 
14 Miscellaneous 0.5 
15 Shortage (gain*) -4.9 
Note: From the above analysis, there are three by products 
derivable from a barrel of crude oil that can be used by ships as 
bunker fuel.  These are Gasoline commonly known as diesel, 
distillate and Residual fuel oil. The type of bunker which a vessel 
will use is determined by the class survey and the type of engine 
in the vessel. 
Source: Wikipedia – The Free Encylopedia (2007) 
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CLASSIFICATION OF BUNKER FUEL 
 
Fuel may be classified into six groups according to its boiling 
temperature, composition and purpose.  Below is a general 
classification of oil and the various names by which it can be 
identified. 
 
 
TABLE 2.3 TYPES OF FUEL OILS 
 
NAME ALIAS ALIAS TYPE 
No 1 Fuel 
oil 

No 1 
Distillate 

No 1 Diesel 
Fuel 

Distillate 

No 2 Fuel 
oil 

No 2 
Distillate 

No 2 Diesel 
Fuel 

Distillate 

No 3 Fuel 
oil 

No 3 
Distillate 

No 3 Diesel 
Fuel 

Distillate 

No 4 Fuel 
oil 

No 4 
Distillate 

No 4 
Residual  
fuel oil 

Distillate / 
Residual 

No 5 Fuel 
oil 

No 5 
Residual 
fuel oil 

Heavy fuel 
oil 

Residual 

No 6 Fuel 
oil 

No 6 
Residual 
fuel oil 

Heavy fuel 
oil 

Residual 

 
Source:Wikipedia – The Free Encyclopedia.  (2007) 
 
From above No 1 fuel oil, No 2 fuel oil and No 3 fuel oil are 
referred to as distillate fuel oils, diesel or just distillate. 
Distillate fuel oils are distilled from crude oil.  Gas oil refers to 
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the process of distillation.  The oil is heated, becomes a gas and 
then condenses.  It differentiates distillates from residual oil 
(RFO).  No 4 fuel oil is usually a blend of distillate and residual 
fuel oils such as No 2 and 6.  No 5 fuels and No 6 fuel oil are 
called residual fuel oil (RFO) or heavy fuel oils.  However, in the 
maritime field, another type of classification is used for fuel oils.  
Here we find major classification namely: 
 

i. MGO (Marine Gas Oil) This is roughly equivalent to No 2 
fuel oil, made from distillate only. 

ii. MDO (Marine Diesel oil) This is a blend of gas oil and 
heavy fuel oil 

iii. IFO (Intermediate Fuel Oil) A blend of gas oil and heavy 
fuel oil with more gas oil than marine diesel oil 

iv. MFO (Medium Fuel oil) A blend of gas oil and heavy fuel 
oil with less gas oil than intermediate oil. 

v. HFO (Heavy Fuel Oil) Pure or nearly pure residual oil, 
roughly equivalent to No 6 fuel. 

 
Marine Diesel oil contains some heavy fuel oil, unlike regular 
diesels.  In all, the kinematics viscosities of marine fuel oils are 
considered while classifying them. 
 
 
2.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE BUNKER TRADE MARKET 
 
The bunker trade like any other commodity market is a highly 
organized and specialized market where there are buyers, sellers 
and brokers with the economic forces of demand and supply 
playing the important role in determining the prices of 
commodity.  In many countries of the world, the free market 
economy plays important role while in some others there is 
bureaucracy and government intervention. 
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Bunkering is very vital to the economic activities of many nations, 
particularly those countries that have ships sailing into its 
territorial waters.  The Panama Canal generates huge Sums of 
money  to the nation – panama.  The ports of Antwerp, Rotterdam 
contributes immensely to the economic well being of their various 
nations through bunkering activities.  Nigeria and many other oil 
producing and exporting countries should be able to tap from the 
gains of an organized bunker market but this has not been the 
case.  Nigeria and these other countries are duly bound to 
provide the much needed hospitality services to all ships calling at 
our ports and using our waters. Given its strategic location with 
the Gulf Guinea, which enable it to operate as nexus between 
East and West, as well as between the established market of the 
North America and Western Europe and the emerging market of 
Brazil, India and China.  Bunkering services should certainly be a 
foreign exchange earner for the country and a source of wealth 
for its citizens but alas there are no gains whatsoever to the 
Nigerian State.  There are numerous advantages accruing to a 
nation from an organized bunker market. But, the country, 
Nigeria, hardly earns anything from these transactions and 
activities, as illegal bunkering is the order of the day. In actual 
fact we are now learning from the criminal trial of militants 
warlords that they fund their insurrection against Nigeria from 
money accrued from illegal bunker trade at the Niger Delta. 
 
The global fuel oil and bunker markets are essentially two sides 
of the same 
 
The bunker market is the main market for fuel oil.  Bunkers are 
usually sold in smaller parcels (1000 – 3000 tones) and it attracts 
a premium (called bunker premium) for local barging, blending, 
delivery services and 
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Physical bunker prices in ports varies and ranges at an average of 
US 130 per tonne in 2004  (Imarex Repot 2006) 
 
 
2.4.1  BUNKER TRADER 
 
Bunker traders are vital link in the supply chain between the 
refinery, oil major and end users.  These are the dealmakers, 
allowing smaller players to remain in the bunker business where 
lines of credit are not strong enough for buyers to deal directly 
with large companies.  The job of a bunker trader is more than 
that of a bunker broker whose work is just matching the seller on 
one end with the buyer at the other end.  The trader actually 
buys and sells for others rather than just handling the 
contracts for others.  They make profits from these deals 
and are players in the market themselves, rather than being 
pure service providers. 
 
For the bunker trader to remain relevant in the deal making 
process, he must be in constant contact with both sides.  As a 
result, the first task for a bunker trader every morning is to 
check the mailbox and respond to many enquires as possible. Many 
traders deal directly with brokers and some deal with owners as 
well. 
 
Although the pace of business can be frantic and frenetic, the 
deal making process is not that fast.  It is not possible these 
days to make a quote and close the deal the same day.  This is 
because prices are so high and vary so much with ease.  It would 
seem that most deals are the same but it is not so as there are 
usually varieties. Although with new advancement in information 
technology, the industry’s decision making processes are getting 
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quicker and faster. Many websites now exist where dealers could, 
at a mouse click access trade information with ease. 
  A good bunker trader is one who is able to keep both the 
supplier and the buyer happy.  Flexibility in the work of the 
trader is quite important.  Being a trader is a balancing act, 
between meeting the expectations of the refineries and oil 
majors on one side and the customers on the other providing 
the perfect bridge between owners and refineries. (World 
Bunkering) 
 
 
2.4.2 THE BUNKER BROKER 
 
The main job of a bunker broker is to match the seller with the 
buyer and at the end of each deal he earns his commission.  To 
successfully do this, the broker’s main instrument in trade is 
information.  The broker has to do this every morning by 
searching for means to find out what the bunker markets have 
been doing over night and what is likely to happen over the course 
of the day.  This involves checking a number of market reports 
and specialized websites.  The websites that gives information 
about bunker fuel will include Bunker world, Oilspace and Mabux.  
It is vital to get as wide a range of different opinions as possible 
to understand the market.  It is not a precise science and has a 
lot of external factors affecting the market. 
 
Once the brokers have all the available information, he begins to 
prepare reports for his clients giving assessment of the situation 
so that they can decide when they are ready to start moving on 
the market. 
 
Most bunker brokers also work for ship broking firm where many 
regular chartering principals also use the firm to source for 
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bunkers.  In the case of short-term chatterers on the spot 
market, bunkers are usually purchased by the owners rather than 
by the charterers.  The brokers assist them to make the right 
decisions as far as bunker procedure is concerned if he informs 
them about their vessel’s schedule and the reserves that they 
have on them.  Brokers do not usually take position in any bunker 
business but always act as the middle party throughout the deal.  
The main role of the broker is to find the right grade of fuel for 
a given vessel in a given port and to arrange for credit for the 
clients. 
 
When a client places a firm enquiry about purchasing bunkers, the 
first decision to make is to find the most appropriate method of 
supply.  The broker might choose to purchase the oil from a 
trader or directly from a supplier or both.  This will depend on a 
variety of factors, including the credit lines of the owner, the 
port, the fuel grades and the quantity involved.  Getting the right 
price in the right place is also paramount. 
 
Once decision about the means of supply is made, the brokers will 
start collecting quotations from sellers and evaluating for the 
best options.  Thereafter the broker informs the principal and if 
the offer is accepted the broker informs the seller and a deal is 
done.  The broker can start and complete this work in a matter of 
hours but no two deals are alike.  The amount of time it will take 
to fix a deal will depend much on the ship owner’s attitude to the 
market and then perception of it. 
 
The broker’s commission is usually on a per ton basis.  The 
commission does not have any relation with the price at the time 
the bunker is purchased. (World Bunkering). 
 
2.4.3  THE BUNKER BUYER 
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Bunker fuel is the most expensive outlay for a voyage and 
because of this bunker buyers are bound to be very opinionated 
about the quality of product service they receive.  This is 
because the quality of the bunker and its price can make the 
difference to profit margins and the fact that if a bunker fuel is 
substandard it can ruin a voyage.  In the past bunker buyers have 
had to approach suppliers with a degree of caution and hope that 
they would not get bitten.  Today the industry is increasingly 
more competitive and buyers have a comparatively wide choice of 
suppliers to approach. 
 
Most bunker buyers operate for several independent shipping 
companies who operates wide range of vessels like refer vessel, 
bulk carriers, product tankers, ro-ro vessels and passenger 
ferries.  The buyer’s duty will be to choose the supplier who 
can deliver on time.  Punctuality is a must for a supplier if he 
is to be relevant.  There must be no waiting time.  There 
must also be good cooperation between the buyer and the 
seller and a degree of assistance if it is needed.  The 
suppliers must always be honest and inform the buyer when 
there is a problem. 
 
When a supplier gets it right, a good business relationship will be 
cemented with the buyer and if a problem does occur then it can 
be an opportunity for the supplier to build the trust of a client.  
There must be flexibility and constant communication between 
buyers and sellers so as to avoid potential problems. 
 
Bunker suppliers should at all times be able to describe their 
bunkers accurately and in accordance with international 
standards so as to remove any ambiguity about the quality of the 
bunker fuel. 
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Improvements in testing procedures would also go a long way to 
eliminate many potential problems between bunker buyers and 
suppliers.  Suppliers would generally prefer samples to be taken 
from their own barge tanks while buyers favour their own fuel 
tank.  In an ideal situation there should a standard in the way 
samples are tested.  It is proper that samples should be 
witnesses by someone from the supplier and someone from the 
vessel. 
 
Information is very important to the daily operations of both the 
bunker buyer and seller.  Everyday the buyer has to deal with the 
various requests from several offers and ship owners.  The 
buyers will have to explore the various possibilities of where and 
when it is best to bunker.  Once the ship operators have decided 
to bunker, they put in a request to the bunker buyer using a form, 
which will state fuel specifications, vessel position, terms and 
conditions.  The buyer then starts his work by making contacts 
comparing both price and quality.  In addition, consideration will 
be taken of which ports to bunker.  Some ports get more business 
than others and in some ports bunker will be cheaper.  It would 
be wise to take advantage of the economic situation. In some 
ports it may be cheaper to bunker en-route but this has to be 
balanced against the day rate and the port fees. For example, If 
you are calling to buy 500 tons and fuel is only $2-$3 less than at 
the start of the voyage, you would save $1,500 dollars maximum 
but the calling costs and risk of delay would make it uneconomical. 
On the other hand, if the price en route is $190 per tonne against 
$250 at the loading port, with a total saving of around $30,000 
then you would consider making a stop. It has to be a total 
economic decision. 
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Tramp ships often need fuel at very short notice.  In this case it 
is hard to buy strategically no matter how volatile the market is.  
On the other hand, liner ships are just like trains and always 
arriving on the same date and bunker in the same places. 
 
The bunker buyer is therefore someone who has a good 
negotiation skill, a good understanding of the oil industry and 
the shipping business, a good technical knowledge and probably 
has a lot of legal knowledge. (World Bunkering) 
 

 
2.5 TANSPORTATION OF BUNKER FUEL 
 
(a) TRANSPORTATION BY SEA 
 
The shipping industry and the petroleum industries are closely 
related because of the means of transportation of oil.  Water 
transport via vessels is the most common form of transportation 
of oil i.e crude or refined product from one point to another.  
According to history, the first ship to carry oil was “The 
Elizabeth Watts” in 1861 when she carried 900 wooden barrels 
from Delaware River to London (Wood P.J 1994). Since then 
there have been several innovations and technical improvements 
in the types of vessels involved in the carriage of oil through the 
sea.   
 
In the 1920s the types of tankers built were in the region of 
10,000 dead weight while in the 1950s the largest tanker was 
40,000 dead weight.  The pattern of increasing size continued so 
that in 1979 the largest tanker and coincidentally the largest ship 
of 553, 843 Deadweight called SEAWISE GIANT was launched. 
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There is no doubt that advances in shipbuilding and ship design 
techniques assisted the growth in ship sizes.  The use of 
computers in design and building together with improved steel 
quality made it possible to have what is now called VLCCs i.e. very 
large crude carriers.  
 
(b) THE NIGERIAN SITUATION 
 
The original planners of the Nigerian ports make them 
structurally inadequate to accommodate large sea going vessels.  
Presently, only Apapa, Tin Can and Onne ports can take vessels 
with nine to 11 metres draft.  Current dredging projects are 
aimed at achieving at most 12.5 metres draft. Operators usually 
require longer berths and deeper drafts to receive larger vessels 
and the risks exist with the present structure of the Nigerian 
ports. Even the prospects at deepening draught to accommodate 
ocean going vessels can only allow berthing of vessels up to 12.5 
metres draft. As such the hope of receiving large vessels more 
than 12.5 metres will spell trouble and warrant occasions where 
the vessels can run aground. One can only wish that constant 
maintenance dredging of Apapa, Tin Can Island and Onne may 
open them in the future to take larger vessels, but Calabar port 
hope appears forlorn. Many maritime consultants and operators 
are quite leery of any attempt to bring vessels, which require 18 
metres draught. The consensus of industry operators is that any 
attempt to upgrade the ports will bring grave environmental 
consequences and disaster.  
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C. OTHER FACTS TO NOTE IN BUNKER FUEL 
TRANSPORT 

 
Ships in the tanker market are designed to carry crude, products, 
chemicals or gas.  These cargoes have the method of 
transportation as their common denominator that is the tanker.   
These cargoes require special care during transportation, which 
effectively divides the market into sectors.  Today we have crude 
oil carriers, product carriers, chemical carriers, gas carriers and 
combination carriers all involved in the lifting of oil.  Combination 
carriers are hybrid ships designed to carry oil, bulk or ore 
cargoes.  These ships are approximately 25-30 percent more 
expensive to build than straight tankers, partly due to the extra 
shell required and partly due to the more complicated design and 
building techniques involved.  The owners buying such ships have 
the flexibility of using them in either the wet or dry trades as 
the market dictates. 
 
(d) PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION 
 
Oil, whether crude or refined products, can also be transported 
through pipelines.  Pipeline transportation of oil is more 
complicated than the water transportation.  Pipeline could be laid 
within a country and sometimes transcends beyond one national 
territory.  In that case political considerations are also involved.   
 
The Nigerian pipeline network system is the longest in the whole 
of Africa (3,000 km).  Infact it is comparable to the pipeline 
network of all other African countries put together.  This is not 
unexpected considering the size, population and the petroleum 
resources in the country.  Pipeline, being and the most economical 
means of transporting fluids is widely used all over the world.  
The Nigerian pipeline is in most cases, multipurpose and 
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unidirectional.  Only a small portion is dedicated and 
multidirectional.  A critical analysis of the Nigerian pipeline will 
reveal that there are three vital locations in the entire pipeline 
network.  These locations are Auchi Pump Station, Enugu Depot 
and Suleja Depot. 
 
AUCHI PUMP STATION 
 

Auchi pump station is not a depot and so does not store petroleum 
products (and or crude).  However the position of this pump 
station in the entire pipeline network makes it strategic for the 
following reasons. 
 
i. Products from PHRC to Suleja and Kaduna must pass 

through Auchi 
ii. Products from PHRC to Benin must pass through Auchi 
iii. Products from WRPC must pass through Auchi to Suleja and 

then Kaduna 
iv. Products from Atlas cove through Mosimi/Ore/Benin must 

pass through Auchi to Suleja / Kaduna 
v. Crude both local and imported must pass through Auchi to 

Kaduna refinery.   
For theses reason these five operation activities are vital for 
efficient performance of Nigeria pipeline network. 
 
ENUGU DEPOT 

 
Operationally Enugu depot is about the busiest in the country.  
The following operational activities are carried out in the depot. 
 

i. Product reception from Port Harcourt through the old 
line. 

ii. Product reception from Port Harcourt through the new 
line 
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iii. Product pumping from Enugu to Makurdi through the old 
line 

iv. Product pumping from Enugu to Makurdi through the new 
line. 

v. Product to Suleja through Auchi by the new line. 
vi. Product loading through road tankers at Enugu depot.  In 

some instance, these operational activities are carried 
out at the same time.  Without Enugu, Suleja and Kaduna 
cannot receive from PHRC. 

 
SULEJA DEPOT 

 
This is the only depot in the country that can receive from all 
Nigerian refineries including imports from Atlas cove.  Products 
from all refineries pass through Suleja from storage or onward 
pumping to Kaduna, Kano, Gusau, Jos and as far as Maiduguri and 
Minna.  These are the basic reasons that make the locations 
unique and strategic.  Failure of any of these stations can only be 
imagined.  If NNPC is not properly equipped to run this transport 
system, with sufficient manpower, equipment and spares for 
efficient and effective running of this locations, the failure of 
any two of them can grind the entire system to a halt as we 
witnessed frequently during the time in review. 
 Easy vandalization of pipeline, the cost implication and security 
factors are those things that makes pipeline transportation less 
attractive. 
 
The principal way of lifting bunkers in the Niger Delta region is 
by barge with over 90% of fuel deliveries being effected in this 
way.  In some areas, pipelines facilities can be used to bunker 
vessels directly but the pipelines are mostly used to load the 
barges.  Barges can bunker vessels a ship at anchorage while the 
vessel is discharging or loading its cargo.  This is the most 
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preferred method, as it saves time and is most cost efficient.  
Barges also service ships alongside both at the terminal.  For 
small quantities, the most convenient and cost efficient method is 
probably the use of tank trucks but these are not so popular. 
(oleka 2000) 
 
 
2.6 THE BUNKER TRADE IN THE NIGER DELTA 
 
The organization of the bunker market trade in the Niger Delta 
region is a replication of what is obtainable in the country as a 
whole.  The Niger Delta as a matter of fact is the centre of 
action for all bunkering activities in the country.  This is because 
it accounts for over 90% of crude oil and gas in the country unlike 
in the developed world where bunkering trade is properly 
organized with traders, brokers and buyers performing separate 
roles, these are clearly absent in the region.  The root cause of 
all these is the lack of ocean governance and monitoring by those 
expected to be in charge.  It is sad and disheartening to note 
that the DPR who are supposed to be in charge of the monitoring 
the activities are not just empowered to do their work.  Proposals 
and memos submitted to the federal Government on the way 
forward have not been attended to and the resultant effect is 
for the DPR to close her eyes and allow illegal bunkerers have 
their way.  Licenses for operation of the bunker trade were last 
issued and renewed in 1999.  It therefore means that those who 
has been masquerading as legal bunkerers have been doing so 
illegally.  It was not surprising therefore that many of the 
questionnaires in respect of this project served on them were 
returned unattended to.  According to the listing in Bunker world, 
not less than 20 companies (foreign & local) were published as  
bunker dealers in Nigeria but many did not respond to the 
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questionnaires.  These questionnaires were sent both to their e-
mail and postal addresses. 
 
 Ordinarily, when the master of a vessel needs bunker he 
contacts the owners or charterers depending on the type of 
contract or charty party agreement, this triggers all the process 
involved in bunkering.  Information and communication are very 
important in the process.  There is a difference between the 
supplier and the broker.  As earlier stated, the supplier does the 
real business of supply.  These are the people who are usually 
resident in the Niger- Delta.  The other parties to the trade are 
mostly based outside the region. 
 
 Apart from lack of ocean governance, the inability of the 
refineries in the region to produce at full capacity had also 
helped to encourage illegal bunkering and oil theft. 
  
 
2.6.1 REGULATORS OF THE BUNKER MARKET  

TRADE 
 
The major regulator of the bunker market trade in Nigeria cum 
Niger Delta is “The Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR).  
The DPR keeps and updates records, particularly for petroleum 
reserves, export of crude oil and refined products, licenses and 
leases.  It advises government on policies that impact on the 
administration, control and compliance with relevant petroleum 
laws and regulations.  The regulations are issued as guidelines, 
circulars and standards to the industry.  The DPR also has 
regional offices across the country and maintains an office in 
each of the state owned refineries and depots. 
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 In regulating the trade, the DPR issues guidelines, approves 
licenses and renewal of same sanctions and penalties are usually 
imposed on defaulters.  The guidelines usually state all the 
conditions that are to be met before licenses are issued.  These 
are discussed extensively in section 2.9 of this project. 
 
 The Nigerian Navy also plays an important role in the 
regulation of the bunker market trade in the Niger-Delta.   
 
2.6.2 BARGES INVOLVED IN THE NIGER-DELTA  
       BUNKER MARKET 
 
There are several types of barges operating in the Niger Delta 
bunker market.  These range from the  
 

 dumb barges 
 self propelled barges 
 bunker tankers and  
 supply vessels 

 
Many of these barges have an in-line blending facilities but it is 
common practice that products are blended to specification onto 
the barges from the tankage facilities.  Capacity varies, but with 
sizes from 2000 MT to 6000 MT, there is barging capacity for 
every need for every ship size in today’s market in the region.   
 
2.6.3  USE OF EX-PIPE FACILITIES IN BUNKERING 
 
Ex –pipe facilities are means through which bunkers can be 
supplied directly into a vessel through a pipeline. For this to be 
possible, certain infrastructure has to be put in place before.  
Currently none of the ports or terminals in the Niger-Delta have 
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such facilities and it is therefore not been practiced.  But 
generally pipelines are commonly used to load bunker into barges 
which in turn are used to feed the vessels. 

 
2.6.4 COST OF HIRING AND RENTING OF BARGES 
 
In the Niger-Delta, there are no fixed costs for renting or hiring 
of barges.  The economic force of demand and supply assist in 
fixing the cost of renting a barge.  However so many other 
factors are considered in fixing the cost of renting barges.  
These includes size of the barge, type and model, age of the 
barges, specification etc. 
 
 
2.6.5 SOURCES OF BUNKER SUPPLY IN THE 
REGION 
 
The NNPC who are the owners and the managers of the national 
refinery has two refineries located in the region and one at 
Eleme, Port Harcourt and  at Ekpan, Warri. 
 
These refineries are over two decades old and now operate below 
capacity.  There has been deliberate attempt by successive 
federal government officials not to really have these refineries 
operational. The complicity of these officials is palpable. The 
practice whereby a contractor who has been mobilized to do turn 
around maintenance of the refineries, diverts the money and 
refused to get the job done while the contractor still walks 
streets free, is nothing but criminal.  Since the refineries are not 
working, government has to be importing fuel from other 
countries.  Thus the crude oil we exported get refined abroad, 
and subsequently imported at an exorbitant cost back to us by  
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PPMC, so one has to wonder sometimes if we are truly blessed 
with oil or cursed. 
 
2.7 BUNKER QUALITY AND FUEL SPECIFICATION 
 
Nigeria is one of the sixteen oil-producing countries that have 
large abundance of sweet crude oil in its reserves.  Petroleum is 
considered sweet if it contains less than 0.5% sulfur compared to 
a higher level of sulfur in sour crude oil.  (WIKIPEDIA 2)  High 
quality, low sulfur crude oil is always in high demand as it is used 
for processing into gasoline.  The quality of bunkers produced is 
dependent on the crude oil used.  When the Nigerian refineries 
were in full operation they produced all grades of bunker fuel.  
However, all grades of bunker oil are available in the region 
ranging from 30 to 380 GST although they are mostly imported.  
When the refineries were in operation, they usually produced 
CST 180, which is what is called LPFO. (Low pour fuel oil).  
However there is a lot of blending now going on since the 
desirable grade is not easily available. 
 
The future of the Niger Delta as a major supplier of marine 
bunkers depends entirely on its ability to deliver high quality 
bunkers and the quality must never be compromised.  Indeed the 
Niger Delta ought to be the number one bunkering centre in 
Africa given its strategic positioning in the Gulf of Guinea, just as 
like Gibraltar and Singapore are to Mediterranean and South East 
Asian regions but today it is Senegal, Cote D’voire and South 
Africa. 
 
Bunker quality is measured through a number of different 
parameters. The most important being 
 

 Kinematics viscosity 
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 Density 
 Pour point 
 Flash point 
 Catalytic fines 

 
Of all the parameters above, the first three are relevant for the 
handling of the bunkers while the last two are for combustion. 
 
 
2.8 BUNKER MARKET PRICE STRUCTURE IN THE NIGER 
DELTA 
 
Generally, the price of bunker at any given time follows the price 
development in the crude oil market and the cost of refining the 
crude oil.  When there are increases in the prices of crude then 
it will also affect the price of bunker.  But the general behavior 
in the bunker market is that  
 

 Bunker pricing is highly volatile despite the ill organized 
manner in which the trade is practiced in the region 

 Bunker quality is very important but it varies from one 
source to the other. 

 Bunker market operations are usually low margin but 
highly competitive industry 

 Market manipulation is part of bunker business. 
 
Since almost all bunkers traded in the region are imported, it 
therefore means that the prices in the region will be higher than 
other countries whose refineries are still in full operation.  The 
Niger Delta region would have benefited immensely from bunker 
trade but the products are mostly not there.  Most ships now 
prefer to get their bunkers from Las Palmas, South Africa and 
Abidjan even though Abidjan bunkers are very expensive.  The 
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government needs to do something so that an impact will be 
created. 
 
 2.9 GUIDELINES FOR BUNKERING OPERATIONS  
          IN NIGERIA 
 
All oil reserves in the country belong to the Federal Government 
of Nigeria.  The government through the appropriate agencies 
sells the reserves in blocks to deserving companies who in turn 
explores and excavates the crude oil.  This they do through the 
joint venture agreements with the NNPC.  Most of the crude oil 
are located in deep seas hence floating platforms are 
constructed.  There are several of such platforms located in the 
Niger-Delta. 
 
Licenses for bunkering operation and trade are usually issued by 
the Federal Government through the Department of Petroleum 
Resources (DPR) who is the agency responsible for the monitoring 
and regulation of the trade in Nigeria.  The DPR issues guidelines 
regularly which are also updated as the case may be for the 
operators of the bunker trade and the type of coastal vessels to 
be used in the trade.  It was surprising to learn that in the last 
10 years, the DPR has not issued any new single license neither 
have they renewed those already issued in the past. The effect is 
that bunkering is now an all comer’s affairs in the Niger Delta 
Region. It is not surprising that everyone says that bunkering 
activities done in Nigeria are illegally done. There are no controls 
and monitoring whatsoever presently been done by the DPR since 
the Federal Government has not considered their proposals on 
how to resuscitate the trade. Huge sum of money in both foreign 
and local currencies are lost daily as there are no registration 
fees, license and renewal fees. What of vessels inspection and 
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company inspections? None is collected. This singular lapse is 
what has brought the present chaotic situation been experienced 
in the country. 
 

An organized and properly maintained bunker market trade 
would have had huge multiplier effect on the economy but 
presently, it is a total loss. The federal Government is keeping 
dangerously quite and it has therefore been alleged that it is the 
top Government officials who are behind illegal bunkering in 
Nigeria. Infact, one operator accused the Federal Government as 
having sourced part of its election campaign funding through 
illegal bunkering. This they did by ordering the Nigeria Navy to 
close their eyes for few days and illegal bunkerers were given 
free access. What a sad situation.  
 

However, the following were the guidelines, which were in 
place and are obtainable from the DPR on the payment of 
application fees of $10,000 or equivalent in Naira. 

 
1. All licensed fuel bunkering companies will be required to 

provide evidence of the quantities of bunker fuels supplied 
in the last twelve months (by presentation of copies bunker 
receipts for each delivery). 

 
2. Any bunkering company found to have received petroleum 

products but did not supply such to vessels in the Nigeria 
coastal and international waters would be disqualified. 

 
3. Applicants for bunkering licenses must show evidence of 

strong working relationship with reputable bunker fund 
trade partner’s locally or abroad. 
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4. Bunkering license applicants must have functional offices 
with licensed and technically efficient communication 
equipment / facilities. 

 
5. Vessels owned or leased for operations must meet the 

international fuel bunkering safety standards. 
 
6. Ship/Vessels (above 5000 MT capacity) to be utilized for 

bunkering operations must be listed in either the Liyod, 
Bureau- Veritas or any of the internationally recognized 
classifications.  Every applicant has to provide evidence of 
vessel registration. 

 
7. Any company found to have prevented / stopped the 

clearance of bank draft issued in favor of the Federal 
Government of Nigeria or presented DUD-Draft / cheques 
in respect of bunker trade and operations shall 
automatically be blacklisted and appropriate action taken 
against the erring company. 

 
A APPLICATION FOR LICENSE 
 

Application for a new license or renewal of a previous license 
shall be made on an official form issued by the Department 
of Petroleum resources for that purpose.  Application fee 
for new license ($10,000 or equivalent in Naira) is payable 
on submission of the form. 

 
B. INSPECTION AND ASSESSMENT OF THE APPLICANT 
 
The DPR official will inspect the applicant’s head offices, field 
offices and port location to: 
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* Verify the claims made in the completed form  
* Determine the ownership and condition of all equipment and 

facilities mentioned 
The following will be inspected to ascertain that they are 
operational and that the applicant owns them: 

i. Single Side Band (SSB) radio for distant communication 
with vessels  

ii. VHF base radio and a minimum of four handsets 
iii. The basic communication system e.g fax, Telephone etc 
 
At the end of the inspection and assessment exercise, an 
EVALUATION REPORT on the application company will be 
produced to capture the important findings of the verification 
and inspection exercise.  A CLEAR RECOMMENDATION shall 
be made to Minister of Petroleum Resources to: 
i. Grant the application for a bunkering license or 
ii.  Reject the application for a bunkering license or  
iii. Advise the applicant to make necessary improvement in 

areas where the applicant to make necessary 
improvements in areas where the appliances are found 
wanting and resubmit the application. 

 
C. INSPECTION AND ASSESSMENT OF THE 

APPLICANT’S BUNKERING VESSEL 
 
An inspection team consisting of officials of DPR as well as an 
independent internationally recognized inspector of shipping will 
inspect each of the applicant’s vessels designated for fuel 
bunkering and establish that the vessel is in a safe operating 
condition and that: 
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1. The vessel is motorized and has the inscription 
“BUNKERING” marked on both sides. 

2. The vessel has calibration table for volume determination 
and certified by an organization recognized by the DPR. 

3. The vessel has a current and adequate insurance 
4. The vessel has functioning flow meters, sufficient 

flexible hoses, reducers, sample containers, seals for 
samples, label for samples, documentation for bunkering 
operations including at least request for bunkers, time 
sheet, receipt for samples, receipt for documents, and 
notice of readiness. 

5. The vessel has a minimum of two fenders 
6. The vessel is marked with a deep yellow bank 50 cm wide 

round the bow. 
 
 

D. APPROVAL AND ISSUANCE OF BUNKERING 
COMPANY LICENSE 

 
In addition to the above submissions, the applicant company shall 
pay a NON-REFUNDABLE bunkering company license application 
fee of $50,000 (or the Naira equivalent).  Approval shall be 
granted by the Minister of Petroleum Resources, if the applicant 
satisfied the stipulated requirements.  The annual non-refundable 
renewal fee shall be $25,000 (or the Naira equivalent) 
 

E. APPROVAL  AND ISSUANCE OF A BUNKER 
FUEL VESSEL LICENSE 

 
The applicant shall pay $10,000 or its Naira equivalent for each 
vessel /ship/ Motorized Barge as license application fee.  The 
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Minister of petroleum shall approve the issuance of fuel 
bunkering license to the successful applicant. 

 
F. JETTY OPERATIONS / LICENSES 
 
The PPMC will ensure that only vessels (Bunkering / Coastal) li 
censed by the DPR are loaded at the nation’s approval jetties.  
The DPR will clear each and every vessel before being allowed to 
berth.  The DPR will issue a Certificate of Quantity in line with 
the requirements of the Petroleum Products lifting. 
 

F. MONITORING AND REPORT 
 
The DPR will prescribe the format for monthly performance 
reports on bunkering to be submitted to the Director, 
Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR).  Each licensed 
company shall submit bunker-fuel lifting returns not later than 
seven days after loading at the jetty.  No company shall be 
cleared by the DPR to load without remitting the previous loading 
documents.  The DPR shall periodically inspect all bunkering 
vessels and bunkering companies’ facilities/equipment in order to 
discourage illegal business and unsafe operations.  Established 
breaches / infringements shall be promptly sanctioned. 
 

G. COASTAL VESSELS 
 
All coastal vessels and vessels other than bunkering vessels shall 
be inspected and licensed by the Department of Petroleum 
Resources (DPR) in accordance with the requirements of the 
“Petroleum Regulation”.  The annual non-refundable license fee 
shall be N100, 000 bank draft payable to the Federal Government 
of Nigeria DPR Fees Account. 
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H. BUNKERING COASTAL VESSEL VERIFICATION FEE 
 
Vessel verification fee N100, 000 cash shall be paid to the DPR in 
respect of every vessel / ship M-Barge etc that would be utilized 
for bunkering / coaster operations. 
 

I. OTHERS 
 
The application form when completed shall provide the following 
information, which shall be verified and where need be physically 
inspected. 
 
a. Memorandum and Article of Association, Certificate of 

Incorporation operations field / port offices. 
 

b. Current address / addresses of the company’s headquarters 
and all its operations filed / port offices. 

 
c. Evidence of payment of taxes in the past three years (tax 

clearance certificate). 
 

d. Telephone, fax and telex references. 
 

e. List of communication equipment installed in the various 
offices and business premises with proof of ownership. 

 
f. Name, addresses and telephone, telex contact of foreign 

business associated / bunkering agents outside Nigeria. 
 

g. Locations, addresses and capacities of storage facilities to 
be used for storage.  The minimum requirement is 
10,000MT. 
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h. Full description of vessel owned / leased by applicant, 
including name, age, tonnage, flag etc.  The minimum dead 
weight of a bunkering vessel allowed is 10,000MT. 

 
i. Calibration table for each vessel must be available to the 

DPR headquarters (HQ) and another presented to the DPR 
officials at the jetty for loading purposes. 

 
j. Current fire fighting certification of vessels by the Nigeria 

ports Plc. 
 

k. Certification of vessel’s inspection by the Government 
Inspector of Shipping. 

 
l. NPA certification or permit for every vessel.  

(Culled from www.DPR.NG) 
 
2.10 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF BUNKER  
      TRADE 
 
In a typical bunker market operation, bunker fuel is usually 
transferred from one point to another.  It might be either  
a Unloading from shuttle tanker or a refinery to a terminal 
b Loading of bunker from a terminal to a barge 
c Loading of bunker from a barge to ship (offshore) 
 
In either of these operations there is a risk associated with it 
that oil may spill out from either point. According to Badejo and 
Igwilo (2004) only one percent (1%) of oil spills recorded in the 
Niger Delta region in 2003 could be attributed to inadequate care 
in loading and unloading oil in vessels. But according to IBIA there 
are 574 incidences of oil spills reported worldwide in 2004 alone.  
Out of these, 548 oil spills were of less than 7 tons while the 
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rest 26 cases were in the range of 7-700 tons only.  Apart from 
this, there could be a large amount of incidences, which have gone 
unreported. 
 
It has been stated that about 90% of all workplace accidents are 
due to human error.  Fatigue is one of the main human errors and 
human error during a bunkering process could have severe 
consequences.  (Varadarajan Karthik,2006) 
 
When an oil spill occurs it is bound to have some disastrous 
effects on the natural resources of the area.  The natural 
resources will include  
 

 Sea birds 
 Turtles 
 Coral reefs 
 Mangrove and sea grass 
 Marine mammals 
 Tourist areas & the beaches 

 
According to Lloyds worldwide average accident statistics, spills 
may occur in any of the three stages of the bunkering operations.  
In a typical bunkering operation, shuttle tankers deliver bunkers, 
barge picks up bunkers and barge delivers to cargo vessels. All 
vessels will at any given time, have a risk of structural failure and 
fire/explosion which can potentially lead to an oil sill.  Also during 
the docking and undocking phase, especially when the barge 
delivers to the cargo vessel, there is a chance of collision (with 
the pier or with another vessel), which can potentially lead to 
penetration of cargo tanks.  Added to this, there is a risk of the 
hose and or coupling failing during loading and that the tanks are 
overloaded and oil spilled.  These scenarios give a total risk of oil 
spill from a bunker operation. 
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As earlier stated by Badejo and Igwilo (2004) only 1% of all 
spillages in the region was due to loading. They also found out 
that 50% spillage was due to corrosion, 28% to sabotage and 21% 
to production operations. According to them, the DPR records 
over a 20 year period 1976 to 1996 revealed a total of 4647 
incidents were reported resulting in the spill of approximately 
2,369,470 barrels of oil into the environment. Of this quantity an 
estimated 1,820,410.5 barrels (77%) were lost to the 
environment. Of all this statistics about 1% of this spill came as a 
result of loading and loading of oil vessels. 
 
Oil spills as a whole pose a lot of threat to the environment in 
Nigeria if not checked or effectively managed they could lead to 
total annihilation of the ecosystem especially in the Niger Delta 
region where oil Spill have become prevalent. Life in this region is 
increasingly becoming unbearable due to the ugly effects of oil 
spills and many communities continue to groan under the 
degrading impact of spills (Oyem, 2001) 
 
In the Nigeria coastal environment, large areas of the mangrove 
ecosystem have been destroyed. The mangrove was once a source 
of both fuel woods for the indigenous people and habitat for the 
area’s biodiversity but is now unable to survive the oil toxicity of 
its habitat. The oil spills also had an adverse effect on marine life 
which has become contaminated in turn having negative 
consequences for human health from consuming contaminated sea 
food. Oil spill has also destroyed farm lands, polluted ground and 
drinkable water and caused draw balls in fishing off the costal 
waters. 
 
Oil spills in Niger Delta have been a regular occurrence although 
only 1% of them was due to bunkering but the resultant 
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environmental degradation of the surrounding environment has 
caused significant tension between the people living in region and 
the multi national oil companies operating there. 
 
Whenever oil spills into the environment either arising from 
bunkering activities or from other sources, quick efforts has to 
be made to contain and control its harmful effects. There are 
several laws governing issues of marine pollution; The Federal 
environment protection Agency (FEPA) which was recently made 
part of the Fed ministry of Environment in legally vested with the  
responsibility of protecting and sustaining the Nigeria 
environment through formulation and implementation of 
regulatory frame works. The clean Nigeria Associates (CNA) 
made up of eleven oil companies operating in Nigeria including the 
NNPC was formed in 1981 to also assist in handling of marine 
environment pollution control. 
 
The National oil spill Detection and Response Agency (NOSDRA) 
was established in 2004 to administer The National Oil spill 
Contingency Plan (NOSCP) all as part of Government effort to 
tackle the issue of oil spill arising from bunkering and other 
activities. 
 
There are several clean up exercise usually employed whenever 
there is an oil spill. These will include use of Booms/Schemers, 
mop-up operations and the use of oil dispersants. However the 
use of dispersants to clean up oil spill has been found to have 
serious toxic effects on plankton thereby poisoning marine 
animals. ( Badejo and Igwilo 2004). All these lead to food 
poisoning and loss of lives. 
 
Reports from the admonished questionnaires further revealed 
that many practitioners are in favour that heavy tax penalty be  
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imposed on polluters of our marine environment. Some also 
supported the impounding of the vessels involved and 
compensation to the port owners. Very few were in support that 
the license of the bunkering dealer be revoked. 
 
However according to the international convention on civil liability 
for Bunker Fuel Damage 2001, a ship owner at the time of an 
accident shall be liable for pollution damage caused by any bunker 
oil on board or originating from the ship, provided that the 
accident consists of a series of occurrences having the same 
origin, the liability shall attach to the ship owner at the time of 
the first of such occurrences.  Where more than one person is 
liable, their liability shall be joint and several. 
 
Section 3 of Article 3 of the convention states that NO liability 
for pollution damage shall attach to the ship owner if the ship 
owner proves that 
 
(a) The damage resulted from an act of war, hostilities, civil 

war, insurrection or a natural phenomenon 
 
(b) The damage was wholly caused by an act or omission done 

with the intention to cause damage by a third party or 
 
© The damage was wholly caused by the negligence or other 

wrongful act of any government or other authority 
responsible for the maintenance of rights or other 
navigational aids in the exercise of that function. 
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2.11 ECONOMIC VALUATION OF BUNKERING TO      
THE NIGERIAN ECONOMY 
 

In the absence of an organized bunker market in the Niger-Delta 
it is very difficult to ascertain the positive impact of bunkering 
to either the region or Nigeria as a whole. 
 
An organized bunker trade would have added positively to the 
GDP of Nigeria.  Yearly contributions to balance of payments 
would have been a positive figure too, just as increasing export 
revenues when compared to import expenses 
 
Bunkering would have provided employment for many unemployed 
youths, especially youths from oil producing states of the Niger 
Delta.  Thousands of Nigerians could be gainfully employed in this 
sub-sector.  It could also lead to the reduction to the cost of 
goods for instance, a vessel coming into Nigeria, will carry just 
enough bunkers to bring it here.  In doing this, it is bound to 
carry more cargo at less cost because it will bunker in Nigeria 
when it comes. But if it cannot guarantee that it will get 
bunkering services in Nigeria when it comes, it means that it is 
going to carry less volume of cargo, a situation that would make 
the unit cost of cargo very high. So it will help in the reduction of 
cost of goods coming to Nigeria. 
 
In addition, the development of a bunker market in Nigeria will 
stimulate the level of maritime traffic in the region because more 
vessels will be coming into Nigeria from all parts of the world, 
which will invariably contribute to the economic activities in the 
maritime sector. 
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 What about other revenues that accures to the nation from 
monitoring the bunker trade.  The DPR collects funds from 
operators as registration fees, licensing fees, renewal fees, and 
inspection fees.  All these fees have been lost as the DPR has not 
been empowered to any new fees since 1999.  Even those who paid 
their money in 1999 had not been given any license implying a 
colossal loss to the country.   
 

According to Braide (2001) the illicit bunkering in the Niger 
Delta has been a source of international business deal whereby a 
new form of syndicated criminal proclivity is thriving in the form 
of illegal oil bunkering.  Dr,Braide further stated that Nigeria 
losses about US$ 1 billion per annum as a result of illegal 
bunkering.  He said that between 100,000 and 130,000 barrels of 
crude oil are lost daily with an international market value of about 
US $ 6 million daily.  This according to him is the equivalent of a 
very large 95,000 metric tonne crude oil tanker hijacked every 
week, right under the watchful eyes of the security men.  The 
Elendu reports by Cary K. Bush called from an internet article 
titled “NIGERIA Another crisis of Governance” alledged that 
everyday the Nigerian economy loses between 150,000 and 
320,000 barrels of oil.  These are stolen by “bunkerers” who have 
small tankers which load the oil in the Delta and transship this 
stolen oil to offshore tankers which deliver this stolen to other 
West Africa states.  Further inland, illegal tanker trucks load 
their stolen oil and refined products and drive these into 
neighbouring countries for black market sale.  All the current 
market price of about $100 per barrel, this amount to a leakage 
of around $15m to $32m a day and this would amount to $11.680 
billion a year. 

 
Another dimension to the issue was that stated by a ship 

owner and active stakeholder in the industry, Chief Isaac 
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Jolapamo (president of ISAN) who in a presentation before the 
house of representatives panel probing the NNPC, stated that 
there are about fifteen (15) vessels roaming the Nigerian waters 
doing illegal bunkering.  These unregistered vessels are 
patronized by the NNPC, PPMC and other independent oil 
marketers who steal the nation’s wealth.  According to Jolapamo, 
these vessels and their customers engage in round tripping with 
refined and oil and stolen crude oil which they sell at rock bottom 
prices at the international market.  He also alledged that the 
bunkering vessels change names and random in a bid to beat 
coastal surveillance by security agents.  According to them, these 
clandestine activities cost the nation about $100 million daily. 

 
The Elendu reports also stated that three Nigerian banks 

over being investigated for alledgely funding illegal bunkering 
activities.  They funded the recently exposed MT Africa pride 
bunkering activities to the tune of $15 million.  The banks reaped 
supper returns on their investments. 

 
According to a senior US Department of Defense official 

with oversight in the Niger-Delta, he said that “illegal oil 
bunkering is extensive, pervasive – its part of the culture”.  The 
same official stated that the total national theft is much greater 
than 200,000 barrels a day and by today pricing it is a loss of 
about $8.03 billion annually. 

 
The fight for control illegal bunkering opportunities has also 

significantly established the violence in the Niger-Delta region 
and worsened the human rights abuses suffered by its people.  
The economic cost of these abuses cannot be easily quantified. 
 

 An NNPC report had estimated that between 1998 and 
2003 there were about four hundred vandalisation on the 
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company facilities each year.  In seven years these attacks have 
cost the government $6.8 billion in lost oil revenue. 

 
The multi billion dollar oil industry in the Niger- Delta is 

however a mixed blessing to its people as many do not have 
anything to show for it.  It is not surprising that a daming IMF 
Report had stated that “Oil did not seem to add to the standard 
of living and could have contributed to a decline in the standard 
of living”.   
 
2.12 ILLEGAL BUNKERING A MYTH OR REALITY 
 
For the purpose of the discussion here the word illegal bunkering 
will include oil theft, pipeline vandalization and illegal oil trade 
itself. There will be no doubt that based on this new definition 
that illegal bunkering does and really exists in Nigeria.  The media 
is awosh with mind blowing news about the activities of those 
involved and the benefits they reap from the trade. 
 
 Braide (2001), summarized that illegal bunkering entails loading 
of crude oil and or petroleum products into barges in the 
labyrinthine creeks of the Niger Delta, directly from oil fuel 
production well heads or from NNPC jetties at Okirika, Calabar, 
Effurum, Escravos, Atlas, (Ore, Lagos) or from a myriad of 
private jetties dotted along the coastline of Nigeria or by 
deliberately puncturing crude oil or petroleum products pipelines.  
From the coastal states of the Niger Delta, large products are 
typically trans-shipped into larger ocean faring marine vessels, 
mid-stream or offshore for their booty.  In the hinterland of 
Nigeria, large inventories of refined petroleum products are 
loaded directly into tanker trucks from the points of deliberate 
rupture of petroleum products pipelines that traverse the length 
and breadth of Nigeria. 
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 Adebayo (2007) reported that the Nigerian navy 

intercepted an ocean-going boat laden with 80,000 metric tones 
of crude oil worth $45.6m at Igbokodo Government Area.  The 
report also made mention of another seizure which occurred 24 
hours earlier where a boat carrying 75,000 metric tones of 
condensate was impounded at Pessu waterside, Warri.  The 
officer commander NNS Delta, Navy Captain Samson O Jediran 
had raised a surveillance team which had been set up to combat 
illegal bunkering.  A week before the current arrest, precisely on 
Wednesday 26th September, 2007 two boats carrying 150,000 
metric  tones of condensate were confiscated by the navy at the 
same Igbokodo creeks.  These arrests in September/October 
2007 is just a tip of the iceberg as the Nigerian Navy had 
according to News report of VANGUARD 18th September 2007 
reported that it had arrested over 236 ships, tug boards and 
barges engaged in crude oil theft, illegal bunkering and other 
vices on the high seas.  Within the last three years, these arrests 
according to Captain Henry Babalola – Director Naval Information 
had brought 80% reduction in crude oil theft as without these 
depot ships, crude oil theft becomes unattractive as barges and 
canoes cannot make hazardous voyage to the high seas and 
receiving countries.  It also reduces the rate of attack and the 
death of Naval personnel who are most vulnerable within the 
vicinity of the depot ships.  Captain Babalola said that crude oil 
theft is perpetuated by powerful and ruthless cartel assisted by 
notorious ship owners and corrupt government officials that 
benefit immensely from the illicit trade. 
 
 Another dimension to the illegal bunkering trade was made 
by Amaize (2003) where it was alleged that a very powerful 
syndicate of oil bunkerers with local and international connections 
and extensive network were behind the recurring crises that had 
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engulfed Warri and its environs.  While the crises persisted it 
gave them the opportunity to carry out their nefarious activities.  
It was gathered from that report the bunkerers were a cartel of 
stupendously rich Nigerians from within and outside the Niger- 
Delta who armed the unemployed and brainwashed youths of the 
region with sophisticated arms  to cause anarchy whilst they 
siphon crude oil and refined petroleum for sale to their 
international collaborators.  Some Navy army and police 
operatives drafted to checkmate the bunkerers are said to have 
become par of the syndicate.  The attraction is simple money.  
Even some well known businessmen who had licenses to lift crude 
oil do not do that rather they go into the creeks to steal crude 
oil. 
 
 Those involved in this illegal bunkering usually operate in the 
dead of the night according to Charles Akaya then Commissioner 
of Police in Delta State in 2003.  They ignite ethnic violence 
amongst the already polarized ethnic groups and use some of 
their leaders to start media war while they go on steal as much oil 
as possible.  “The vandals simply clamp their illegal pipes to Shell 
Petroleum Development (SPDC) ‘s risers at intersection and pump 
crude oil into their vessels and transfer it to ships which carry 
the products to the high seas where they are sold to super 
tankers in hard currencies.  The bunkerers pay protection fees to 
those brought to stop them and with the appropriate settlement 
made, the security agents escort the bunkerers and their ships 
along the creeks to a safe point and from where they are allowed 
to sail to the high seas to discharge their cargoes.   
 
In Rivers State, there is a strong cartel behind illegal bunker 
trade in that region.  They are believed to have compromised not 
a few people in order to re-open the Abuluoma jetty which was 
closed down due to clashes among the mafia group. 
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Going by the reports above, illegal bunkering and oil theft 

are largely perpetuated by highly placed Nigerians and foreigners 
alike.  According to Akanimo (2004) he found out that illegal 
bunkering is beyond the ordinary peoples of the Niger Delta as it 
is very costly, high-skilled and elistist in nature.  He quoted a 
former Governor of the states in the Niger Delta as saying that 
illegal bunkering is being perpetuated and legitimized by highly 
placed and well connected individuals from outside the Niger- 
Delta.  Mr Akanimo also found out that a special presidential 
security committee that was chaired by the then Chief of 
Defence Staff (CDS) General Alexander Ogomudia, had also 
reported that a cartel or mafia was behind the flourishing illegal 
oil bunkering.  According to the report, the oil mafia is composed 
of highly placed and powerful individuals within the society, who 
run a network of agents to steal crude oil and finshed products 
from pipelines in Niger Delta region. 

 
There are several factors which encourage illegal bunkering 

in the region. 
 
Firstly, the Niger Delta terrain where the bunkerers carry 

out their activities is surrounded by water and the usually have a 
field day with their sophisticated weapons and mastering of the 
interlocking rivers.  Some naval officers who attempted to arrest 
these criminals were shocked at the number of hours the illegal 
merchants spend underneath the waters and at the dexterity 
displayed when navigating the barges and ships used to cart away 
oil stolen from oil installations. 

 
Another factor which aids illegal bunkering in the region was 

the opinion given by Captain Abiodun Omoteso in the interview to 
shipping position weekly Monday 2 January 2008 (Vol 1 No 12).  
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He had stated that over 80% of the 60-70 vessels that are 
always lying idle at the coast in Port Harcourt waters are 
unregisters tankers looking for brisk business.  He said that 
because the new IMO regulation had placed ban on single hull 
tankers they cannot operate in US, Europe or even South Africa.  
So instead of their owners getting rid of them they bring them 
to Nigeria waters and just anchor them.  Such vessels usually 
have about 4-5 man crew and they will be waiting for brisk 
business like smuggling and illegal bunkering.  They simply sneak in 
and sneak out.  They do not have the right to be in our waters and 
everything they do is totally illegal. 

 
Another factor encouraging oil theft is the poor quality of 

the oil pipeline infrastructure and their close proximity to human 
habitation.  These pipelines are old and need to be replaced.  But 
the NNPC had refused to change them. It is easier for the 
vandals to easily puncture the pipelines because of their 
condition. 

 
The non prosecution of illegal bunkerers appears to also 

encourage them rather than be a deterrent.  According to a 
report by the leadership newspaper of 18th September 2007 the 
Nigerian Navy had stated that they only arrest but do not 
prosecute illegal oil bunkerers.  The Nigerian Navy had stated 
that in between 2004 to 2007, they had arrested 236 ships, 
tugboats, barges and canoes engaged in crude oil theft, gun 
running illegal bunkering and other vices out of these, none was 
prosecuted.   

 
Going by the examples mentioned above it is quite obvious 

that illegal bunkering, oil theft and pipeline vandalization do exist 
in the Niger-Delta.  It has earlier been stated that illegal 
bunkering is one of the most profitable private businesses.  This 
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is because the stolen oil is always sold at a give away price.  There 
is no capital cost to the thieves since the infrastructure used 
belongs to the Nigerian Government and the oil companies.  The 
Nigerian Government is more severely affected by this theft 
than the oil companies since the government share of revenue 
from each barrel of oil is much higher than that of others. 

 
Despite government recognition of the seriousness of the 

problem, there appears to be no proactive government strategy 
for dealing with organized illegal oil bunkering rackets.  There 
have many seizures of the vessels and the area involved but there 
are few if any successful prosecutions for involvement in the 
theft of oil and it is not always clear what happens to the cargoes 
of oil that are seized. 

 
In a measure apparently designed to address the demand 

side of the illegal oil bunkering equation, the Federal Government 
had in year 2003 taken some action to reduce the illegal sale of 
oil to neighbouring states.  For instance, on August 10, Nigeria 
closed its border with Benin, accusing the Benin authorities of 
turning blind eye to oil smuggling.  The Federal Government also 
embarked on a strategy of signing contracts with neighbouring 
countries for supply of petroleum products to ensure that they 
source oil from lawful suppliers.  On 19th August 2003, she signed 
an agreement with Ivory Coast for the supply of 30,000 bpd pf 
crude oil.  Earlier on, the Ivorian Minister for Mines & Energy had 
admitted that much of the crude oil delivered to Cote d’voire 
were stolen from Nigeria. 

 
Another measure proposed to combat oil theft and illegal 

bunkering was that made by Shell in June 2003 whereby it 
proposed the certification of oil exports based on “chemical 
finger printing” of crude oil to prevent stolen oil from being sold 
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on the open market.  Oil companies in Nigeria have for a long time 
before now developed a technology that could assist then to 
trace oil to individual flow station and even individual wells, 
meaning that if a ship is stopped and it contains oil that does not 
appear to have a legitimate source, a sample can be taken and the 
place it was taken from identified.  In theory, if there is no 
record of a sale from that source, to the owner or operator of 
the vessel concerned, then the Nigerian Government should be 
able to confiscate the oil if it intercepts a vessel in Nigerian 
territorial waters, or it shall be possible to require those 
purchasing the oil, to verify the proverance of the crude they are 
buying.  In principle, it should be possible to create a paper trail 
after crude oil.  Even if such a system cannot halt the sale of 
stolen oil completely, it should at minimum reduce the super 
profit which the illegal bunkerers make and also be an incentive 
to fight for control of supply. 
 
 

2.13 BUNKERING IN OTHER COUNTRIES 
 
(A) WEST AFRICA 
 
There were no sufficient data and information to enable a write-
up on the practice of the trade in Nigeria’s neighbouring 
countries of Ghana, Benin Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Chad and 
Niger Republic.  Niger Republic being a Landlocked Country does 
not have Any Seas at all and therefore nothing to write home 
about.  It would appear that the oil bunkering market are not 
properly organized in Benin Republic, Togo and Ghana.  Mention 
continually was made of Cote d’voire being a favourite terminal 
where vessels plying the West Coast of Africa do bunker.  We 
were unable to get information to explore further.  South African 
ports were also mentioned as favourite port to bunker too.  But 
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there is a dearth of information and data to enable further 
researching. 
 
(B) OTHER COUNTRIES 
(i) VENEZUELA 
  
 Venezuela is one of the worlds top five in terms of proven oil 
reserves and the state owned PETROLEOS DE VENEZUELA SA 
(PDVSA) is among the major league players in the global oil 
market. 
 
She has a strong influence on the bunker market which extends 
far beyond its own local ports. The sate owned PDVSA handled 
bunkering in that country through three (3) subsidiary companies 
namely: Lagoven S.A, Corpven S.A and Maraven S.A  but, their 
activities were creating confusion and this made the Government 
to merge them in 1997.  There are about 25 principal ports in 
Venezuela and statistics showed that an average of 5,300 ships 
calls in these ports in a year. As oil is the bedrock of the 
Venezuela economy, tankers account for more than half of all 
these ship calls. 
 
The PDVDSA operates more than 20 refineries in Venezuela and 
outside the economy in U.S and Europe processing about 2.5m 
barrels of oil a day. However the main source of bunker supplied 
to the Venezuela bunker market are from those refineries 
located inside the country. The Venezuela bunker market is well 
organized with the modern infrastructure in place. Ex- pipe 
deliveries to tankers calling at refineries account for a 
significant proportion of the bunker demand in Venezuela and this 
is possible in many oil terminals most of which provide offshore 
bunkering facilities. Bunker fuels are also delivered with barges in 
many other parts in the country. 
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The PDVSA owns many other storage terminals located both 
inside and outside the country from were deliveries are made to 
ship. The pricing of the bunkers in Venezuela is very flexible and 
very competitive for it’s customers as there is always a leeway 
for negotiation on its pricing. 
 
(ii) ECUADOR 
  
The state owned PETROECUDOR is responsible for bunker 
market trade in ECUADOR. It is the sole producer of bunker and 
also a bunker supplier although there are a few independent 
bunker suppliers. The government of Ecuador through 
Petroecuador from time to time controls the bunker market 
either by increasing or lowering prices for bunker fuel. The 
government ensures that local bunker prices be in line with those 
charged in competing market. 
 
There are five main ports in Ecuador and these ports are known 
as bunkering centers. These ports and their market share in 
bunker supply in percentages Puerto Bolivar-15%, La Libertad-8%, 
Manta-10% and Esmervaldas.  Guayaquil is the busiest port 
handling more than 70%of Ecuador’s total cargo volumes. Vessels 
in Guayaquil can take bunkers alongside while working cargo or at 
anchorage while waiting for an available berth. Bunkers are 
supplied 24 hours a day, without overtime charges. The port at La 
Liberta is dominated with oil terminals although there is a small 
amount of fishing related traffic La Libertad is described as the 
best location for bunkers only calls in Ecuador because it offers 
the advantage of being closer to the refinery and requires less 
deviation from the main shipping lines than the main port at 
Guayaquil. The port at Puerto Bolivar caters for mainly refer 
vessels transporting bananas, although general cargo vessels and 
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container ships do occasional call at the port. Bunker fuel are 
usually barged in from La Libertad which is almost 12 hours sailing 
time a way and either delivered alongside the berth or at 
anchorage. Deliveries at anchorage are more frequent in high 
season when the reefer ships will have to wait longer for a berth. 
The port of Manta is the home base of the bunker supplier 
Marzan SA which is mostly involved in marine gas oil (mgo) sales. 
Bunker Barges takes an average of 10 hours to reach the port 
from La Libertad and delivers can be made at an anchorage or 
alongside vessels while working cargo. The port at ESM evaldos is 
not geand to bunkering because bunker banges take about 24 to 
30 hours to sail from La Libertad to esmeraldas. There is a 
nearby Esmeraldas refinery which is the biggest in Ecuador but 
carriously marine fuel is mainly being brought in from La Libertad. 
 
The largest independence suppliers of bunker in Ecuador market 
in NAVIPAC S.A which controls about 63% of the market. The 
company is present in all the major 5 ports and the company has 7 
buyers which are used for bunkering and transporting fuel oil for 
power plants and utilities. Another company involved in bunker 
supply is VEPAMIL SA who are also distributors of Mobil lubes 
apart from the deal signed with PETROECUADOR surprisingly up 
to year 2005, the company has only 2banges of its own through 
which runs its operations. There are also 3 other smaller 
companies involved in bunker market in Ecuador namely 
SERVAMIN S.A, TEASNMABO S.A and FLUVIASA S.A. These 
companies own barges which have blending machinery on board 
with separated tanks which helps them to mix up any IFO grade. 
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(iii) COSTA RICA  
 
There is only one refinery in Costa Rica responsible for the 
production of bunker fuel. This refinery is operated by the 
national oil company called REFINADORA COSTARRICENSE DE 
PETROLEO S.A (RECOPE). RECOPE delivers all fuel oil and marine 
diesel oil (MDO) by road tank wagon (RTW) or better called 
trailers in “Port Limon”. The company provides product for bunker 
deliveries outside the ports of limon and moin, but ship owners 
generally do not go directly to the state oil company and instead 
buy through bunker traders and brokers which then arrange the 
road tank wagon (rtw) with the local independent operators. 
 
On the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica, the demand for bunker 
fuel comes mainly from the owner of reefer ships exporting 
banana. Fishing vessels account for most of the bunker sales 
volumes on the pacific coast, where the principal ports are Cal 
Dera and GOLFITO. 
 
(iv) PERU 
 
Up to 2007, the bunker industry was monopolized by the state 
owned oil company called PETROLEOS DEL PERU (PETROPRU). 
Liberalization of the market made it possible for so many other 
private companies including international oil companies like Exxon 
mobile (USA),Repsol Petroleo of (Spain) and YPF of Argentina to 
buy into petrol Peru. 
 
Bunker fuel are supplied by plants which are located at Talare, 
Conchan lquitos, La Pampilla and Callo. The ports are in these 
towns where the refineries are located. A major company 
currently controlling the supply of bunker fuel today in Peru is 
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called REPSOL YPT Trading Transporter S.A (RYTTSA) which has 
a tanker called Virginia. The vessel makes about 4 trips a month 
to the refinery at LA Pampilla to reload with bunkering products 
which she sales at CALLAO. Petrolperu also supply bunker to the 
market through an arrangement made between them and a 
Peruvian company called SERLPSA and VOPAK a Netherlands 
based company. 
 
The Peruvian Navy which also runs a number of vessels on a 
commercial basis has its own barges which are available for 
bunker deliveries works with a company called “International 
Business Corporation” wherein they use their barges to supply 
bunker to the market. There are also other smaller suppliers who 
are also part of the market. 
 
Deliveries of bunker fuel to the major ports and terminals in are 
barges. 
 
(v) CHILE 
 
In Chile, COPEC is the largest physical supplier of bunker fuel in 
the Chilean market with about 15 storage tanks located all 
through the Chilean coast. The company is about 70 years old in 
the business besides being a physical supplier, COPEC sells 
directly to ship owners or through brokers and traders. 
 
The local refineries in Chile produce most of the bunker fuel 
supplied to the market although there are some few imports. The 
main bunkering ports are located at Valparaiso, Talcahuano, San 
Antonio and Panta Arens. 
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Apart from COPEC, the oil majors of shell and Exxon mobil also 
have a presence in the Chilean market .There is Costal Petroleum 
NV Chile Ltd as well as BP Marine. 
 
The main traders and brokers in the Chilean bunker market are 
Agunsa and Ian Taylor Y Compania. 
 
Needless to say, that the Chilean bunker market is highly 
organized. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Selection of the Study Area 
 
This chapter deals with how the study area was selected, how the 
data and the information used in the project had been gathered. 
It also deals with re-statement of the research questions, 
research design, method of data collection, types of information 
generated.  The study Area – OIL BUNKERING IN NIGERIA’S 
NIGER DELTA was chosen by the programme initiator – who 
threw it up as a challenge. 
 
3.2 Selection of the Respondents 
 
The main population of this study consisted of some of the 
companies involved in bunkering activities in the Niger-Delta 
region.  There were quite a few of them as about twenty names 
were culled from the Internet from a directory of registered 
bunker traders in Nigeria while the rest others were obtained 
from newspapers and Magazine adverts as bunker dealers.  These 
companies represented a sample whose proportion is unknown 
because the bunker trade is not as open as most trades. 
About 90% of these companies are wholly owned and registered 
businesses in Nigeria while the rest are branches of multi-
national companies doing business in Nigeria.  These companies 
are quite experienced and very versatile in oil bunker trade.  
Quite unlike the indigenous operations, they own most of the 
barges and tankers used in bunkering operations quite unlike the 
indigenous operators who usually have to rent some of these 
facilities.  However the branches of these Multi-national 
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Companies were not ready to disclose the information of their 
operations. 
 
On other hand there appears to be more illegal bunker operations 
than the registered ones.  These illegal operators are small time 
unregistered business operations and whose main tactics is to 
steal and sell bunker oil illegally.  They are also involved in 
stealing both crude and other refined products.  There are 
supplies criminals operating like mafia and are dangerously armed.  
They sometimes operate with the support of the government 
officials who are supposed to monitor and regulate their 
activities. The security agencies like the Nigerian Navy and the 
marine police were also found to be collaborating with the 
vandals. The porous nature of the areas where drilling / 
excavation of crude oil are done like FPSOS make it quite easy 
for illegal bunkerers to thrive in their business.  The absence of 
good measurement / calibrating facilities ensures that the 
Government does not even have good and accurate records of the 
activities going on the market makes it possible for all sorts of 
illegal activities to go on unpunished.  The illegal bunkerers do not 
have any capital cost except the renting of barges and arms with 
which they operate.  They storm an area lift as much as they can 
mostly in the night and off to go to larger ocean fairing marine 
vessels, waiting patiently on stand-by either mid-stream or off-
shore for their booty. 
 

The population of the study was rather very small in size in 
that the oil bunkering market in Nigeria and many other lands is 
small.  It is a highly specialized and technical market.  It is not all 
comers affairs.  Bearing these in mind, all the identified 
practioners and players in the market in the region were 
contacted. Thus the idea of probalistic sampling became 
absolutely unnecessary in the study. 
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 Consequently, the purposive sampling technique was 
employed in selecting bunkering companies. Purposive sampling 
was used because it provides some assurance of representatives 
as possible with reduced cost since all it involves is decision 
before  sampling as to the number or percentages of one unit one 
wishes or needs to sample. 
 
 It is therefore safe to say that the sample size considered 
for the oil bunkering study in the Niger-Delta region was 100% as 
the entire population was investigated.  It is irrelevant that some 
of them did not respond to the questionnaires sent.  The 
companies contacted are listed as follows: 
 

1.   J.S Shipping & Trading Co 
2.   Ibafon Oil Ltd 
3.   Peace  Gate Oil & Gas 
4.   Tonique Oil Services Ltd 
5.   E. Tiana Venture Ltd   
6.    Ayo Mustapha Ltd 
7.   Capi Dyo Ventures Ltd 
8.   Devon petrogas Nig Ltd 
9.   Divine Marine Shipping Ltd 
10. First Fields Nig Ltd 
11.   Habassot Global Services Ltd 
12. Kotran Nig Ltd 
13. Ocean Crest International 
14. OW Bunker Germany GMBIT 
15. Pigi Resources Ltd 
16. Qatar Fuel (No god) 
17. Rit-Boil & Gas Ltd 
18. Sablata Samana 
19. Sea Petroleum & Gas Ltd 
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20. Atlantic Oil Maritime SA 
21. Addax Bunkering Services 
22. Honeywell Oil & Gas Ltd 
23. Equatorial Energy co Ltd 
24. Pokat Nig Ltd 
25. Seaport Maritime Services Ltd 
26. Latitude Oil 
27. Capital Oil & Gas Industry Ltd 
28. Line trade Oil Supply Trading 
29. Egerton Resources Ltd 

 
 
3.3 RE-STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
The basic question which had been asked in chapter one in 
relation to this study and for which data was collected to see 
whether it will proffer the much needed answers are as follows 
 

 Do we have an organized bunker oil market in Nigeria or 
in the Niger-Delta region? 

 Who are the major players and their various roles in the 
market? 

 Who are the major practitioners and their market share? 
 Are there sufficient controls and monitoring by the 

regulatory bodies on the market? 
 Are there any economic benefits derivable to the country 

from oil bunkering trade if the country invests in better 
structures and organization of this sector of Nigerian 
economy? 
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3.4 Method of Data Collection 
 

In order to gather information that helped in answering the 
varied questions that had been asked in section 3.2, the research 
was designed in such a way that useful data were gathered 
through the use of questionnaires, personal interviews and 
published articles. 
 

The questionnaires used are structured questions that are 
very simple, explicit and unambiqious.  It was used both for 
information gathering and for empirical data.  The questionnaires 
were circulated to the targeted audience i.e. oil bunkers in the 
Niger-Delta. Thirty seven (37) questionnaires were sent out and  
the responses were rather interesting.  The questionnaires were 
firstly circulated through their e-mail addresses of the bunker 
trading companies including foreign companies as the local contact 
addresses of these firms were not given.  After about fourteen 
days, only one firm responded stating that it was no longer 
involved in bunkering trade and as such could not answer the 
questionnaires.  These questions were later dispatched through 
the post office and hand deliveries to the various offices.  It was 
problematic getting responses from them.  However, the few that 
responded helped in no small measures in bringing the information 
about the existing knowledge in oil bunkering in Nigeria. 
 
 From the way the research questionnaires were designed a 
lot of valuable information had been gathered that helped in no 
small measures on this thesis.  The experienced gained over the 
years by the respondents in the trade were quite prominent on 
the way forward.  
 
Owing to the genuine apathy to the use of questionnaires, 
personal interviews and discussions helped in no small measures 
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but it is a well-known fact of the weaknesses of such interviews 
and discussions in academic research.  Responses are sometimes 
guided by the state of mind, attitude and personality of the 
respondent.  It cannot be ruled out there may be subjective 
responses made and these could raise doubt on the quality of the 
data obtained and the reliability to be placed on the results 
obtained.   
 
Reliance on published data on the Nigerian operation was also a 
problem.  The DPR who are supposed to provide the data could not 
help matters as they claimed that since the government had not 
empowered them to monitor bunkering activities there are no 
current data to provide.  
 
3.5 DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT 
 
The major instruments used in collection of data for this 
research are structured questions that were simply designed, to 
elicit information in an explicit and unambiguous manner.  It did 
not require any interviewer present to interpret the questions 
asked.  Questionnaires were used, as it was difficult to interview 
the executives of these companies due to their tight schedules. 
 
Personal interviews were also conducted with some industry 
practitioners. Trade practices and regulations were scrupulously 
examined and the result was quite rewarding. Secondary data and 
information were also gathered from professional journals, the 
Internet and many publications.  The sources proved very 
invaluable to the study.  A visit was also paid to the DPR, the main 
regulatory body controlling the trade in Nigeria.  So much useful 
information was also obtained to their officials who graciously 
granted interviews.  The method of analysis used in this study is 
mainly systematic content and sample statistical analysis.  The 
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data obtained from both the primary and secondary sources were 
collated and analyzed, using content analysis. 
 
 
3.6 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
 
The major problems faced in this study included the following: 
 

a) The absence of reliable data on the volume of organized 
bunker trade in the Nigeria’s Niger Delta. 

b) Failure of the Trade practitioners in responding to sent 
questionnaires 

c) Time constraint on the part of the researcher as this study 
was carried out on part-time basis. 

d) Inability to use more vigorous statistical techniques due to 
poor responses and lack of adequate data from bunker 
trade practitioner. Here only simple percentage technique 
was applied both in the analysis of the data gathered and 
also in testing the hypothesis of the study. 

e) Unavailability of established trade union, trade association 
and organized groups involved in oil bunkering in Nigeria, 
who would have stand as catharsis for the development of 
legal bunkering in Nigeria and at least helped in gathering 
data and informing the general public about transactions 
within the industry. 

f) Nigeria’s well known inability to monitor its borders, 
particularly it’s sea borders by an established coast guard 
who would have helped in gathering data pertinent to the 
industry. 

g) Dearth of technological innovations by industry operators 
and their obvious financial dire straits that impede their 
ability to computerized their activities so as to capture 
necessary data that would have helped this study. 
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h) Lack of indigenous skilled manpower very critical to this 
sector of Nigeria’s economy. 

i) Nigerian ports inability to accommodate larger ocean 
vessels and the paucity of knowledge by ports operators in 
Nigeria. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

4.0    RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
  Here an attempt was made to discuss the results 
arising from the relevant research questions asked.  An attempt 
was also made to classify the respondents and responses 
according to Age, Positions occupied, and the working experience 
gained by the respondents. 
 
4.1 Structure of the Bunker Market in Niger Delta 
 

It was found that there was no organized bunker market 
structure in the region since the main regulatory body the DPR 
had not been empowered to carry out its functions. 
  
4.2 MAJOR PLAYERS IN THE BUNKER MARKET 
 

The major recognized players are members of the IPMAN 
(Independent Petroleum Marketers Association of Nigeria) who 
constitutes 55 percent and the rest 45 percent are the major oil 
dealers.  There are no statistics of the illegal bunkerers but they 
do exist and are very important. 
 
4.3 BUNKERING IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

 
In the developed world most especially in South American 

countries the trade is well organized and contributes much to the 
growth of these nations.  In Nigeria’s neighbouring countries of 
Ghana, Benin, Chad, Cameroun, and Niger Republic there were no 
sufficient information and data to comment on them. 
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4.4 FORECAST BUNKER DEMAND IN THE NIGER DELTA 
 
It was found that it was not possible to forecast bunker demand 
in the region due to mainly youth restivitness who often threaten 
the peace in the region and also for the fact that the refineries 
are all working below capacity. 
 
4.5 CONTRIBUTION OF BUNKERING TO THE NATION 
  
 Bunkering has not contributed much to the economic 
development of the nation as the Government has not empowered 
the DPR to carry out its statutory functions.  Rather the illegal 
aspect of the trade has enriched many criminals and mafia gangs.    
 
4.6 ASSESSMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL INPACT OF 

BUNKERING 
 
 Oil spills arising from bunkering activities was found to 
constitute an insignificant portion that is one percent of all oil 
spills in the region.  
 
4.7 RESPONDENTS’ CHARACTERISTICS AND 

CLASSIFICATION 
 
The Nigerian bunker oil market trade is not an organized one as 
have been revealed by the respondents in that, the illegal aspect 
of the trade appears to have a domineering prominence than the 
legal practice. 
 
Companies involved in legal bunker trade in Nigeria could be 
grouped into two categories, namely:- 
 

- local indigenous operators 
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- foreign multi-national companies with branches in 
Nigeria 

 
The local indigenous operators were found to be medium sized 
companies owing between one to five barges with which they 
supply bunkers to vessels.  They constitute about 81% of the 
traders involved in the trade in the Niger-Delta region while 
about 13% of the respondents were companies owing over five (5) 
barges.  Branches of the multi-national companies constitute the 
remaining 6% of the traders.   
 
 
4.8 PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

ACCORDING TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
This section is a summary and analysis of data collected from the 
questionnaires, which had earlier been circulated.  Thirty-seven 
(37) questionnaires were distributed based on the thirty-one 
research items.  Sixteen (16) responses were received after 
much persuasion.  The analysis and interpretation of the data is 
based on simple percentage calculation. 
 
Table 4.8.1  AGE OF RESPONDENT 
 

AGE NO % 
20-30 years 2 13 
31-40 years 5 31 
41 and above 9 56 

Total Respondent 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
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The result showed that over half i.e. 56% of the respondents 
were above 40 years showing that they are mainly matured adults 
while about 13% of the respondents were upward mobile young 
men. 
 
Table 4.8.2   EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION OF RESPONDENT 

 
EDUCATIONAL 

QUALIFICATION 
NO % 

a. Ssecondary 0 0 
b. NCE/HND/Bsc 2 13 

c. Masters/Pgd/Phds 13 81 
d. Other Professional 

qualification 
1 6 

Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
 Above result indicated that 81% of the respondents possessed 
higher and post graduate degrees meaning that we are reading 
from educated elites.  It could also mean that their comments 
could be qualitative to be relied upon. 
 
Table 4.8.3  RANK OF RESPONDENTS IN THE ORGANISATION 

 
RANK NO % 
a. Middle Mgt 6 37.5 
b. Senior/Top Mgt 8 50 
c. CEO/Directors 2 12.5 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
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 Over 62.5% (i.e 50 + 12.5) of the respondents belong to the top 
management and Director’s category indicating that most of the 
responses came from decision makers in the industry who can be 
relied upon to form credible opinion about the industry. 
 
Table 4.8.4  LENGTH OF SERVICE IN THE ORGANISATION 
 
LENGTH OF SERVICE NO % 
a. 1-10 Years 11 69 
b. 11-20 years 5 31 
c. 21 and above Years 0 0 

Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
 None of the respondents have served their organization for 21 
years while the majority 69% were those who had put in below 10 
years. 
 
Table 4.8.5  YEARS OF COMPANY’S PARTICIPATION IN 
BUNKERING TRADE IN THE NIGER DELTA 
 
LENGTH OF SERVICE NO % 
a. 1-5 Years 1 6 
b. 6-10 years 3 19 
c. 11 and above Years 12 75 

Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
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Over 70% of the respondents company had been in the oil bunker 
trade for over 11 years meaning that we are dealing with mainly 
organizations who know much about the trade. 
 
Table 4.8.6   NUMBER OF REGULATORY BODIES CONTROL 
BUNKERING TRADE ARE YOU IN CONTACT 
 
 
NO OF COMPANIES NO % 
a. 1-5  15               94 
b. 6-10  1 6 
c. 11 and above  0 0 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
  Only one respondent admitted having contacts with more 6 
regulatory authorities controlling oil bunker trade in the Niger-
Delta while about 94% dealt with five (5) only. 
 
Table 4.8.7   NAMES OF REGULAORY BODIES 
CONTROLING BUNKERING TRADE KKNOWN 
 
LENGTH OF SERVICE NO % 
a. DPR 16             100 
b. Customs 11               69 
c. Nigerian Navy 16             100 
d. Marine Police 12               75 
e. SSS 14               88 
f. NPA 2               12 
g. NIMASA 1                6 
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Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
 The results showed that all the respondent companies admitted 
having come in contact with the DPR and the Nigerian Navy in 
their day to day operations while the few companies that 
mentioned NIMASA and NPA did not fully understand their work.  
Could this result be an indication that the DPR and Nigeria Navy 
are doing enough to monitor the trade? The answer is Capital No.  
The DPR had since 1999 not issued any new license while the 
Nigerian Navy though arrest illegal bunkerers but have not 
prosecuted any. 
 

 
Table 4.8.8  DO YOU THINK NIGERIA’S OIL BUNKERING 
TRADE IS WELL ORGANISED? 
 
ORGANISATION OF 
BUNKERING TRADE 

NO % 

a. Yes 0 0 
b. No  16 100 
c. No Idea  0 0 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
All the respondents were unequivocal that the Nigeria’s oil bunker 
trade is most ill organized and some of the reasons are listed in 
Table 4.8.9 below 
 
 
 
Table 4.8.9   REASONS FOR THE POOR OGANISATION OF 
BUNKER TRADE IN NIGERIA 
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                                                       NO                      % 
a.  Lack of relevant 
laws/regulations 

    16                      100 

b. Lack of enforcement of the 
existing law 

    16                      100 

c.  No organized structure for 
the trade 

 
     16                     100 

d.  Indiscriminate participation 
in the trade by criminals 

     12                      75 

e.  Negative impression and 
misconception by security 
agents 

 
     2                         12 

Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
This result showed that 100% of the respondents agreed that 
lack of relevant Laws and regulation lack of enforcement of the 
existing Law and the absence of an organized structure for the 
trade are the reasons for the poor organization of Bunker Trade 
in Nigeria.    
 
 
Table 4.8.10  MAJOR BUNKER OIL DEALERS AND THEIR 
MARKET SHARES 
 
Bunker Dealers Markets share % 
a. IPMAN  55 
b. Oil major 
marketers 

 
45 

 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
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Independent Petroleum Marketers Association of Nigeria 
(IPMAN) members control about 55% of the bunkers  being 
offered for sale while the oil majors like Mobil, Texaco, OandO, 
etc make up for the rest. (See Table 4.10 
 
 
Table 4.8.11  NUMBER OF BARGES OWNED BY YOUR 
COMPANY 
 
Number of Barges NO % 

a.   1-5 13 81 
   
b.   6-10 2 13 
c.  11 and above 1 6 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
The results showed that 81% of the respondents owned about 5 
barges each while 13% owned between 6-10  with  one Company 
(6%) showing the capability of a super large oil bunker trading 
company with the ownership of over 11 barges.  It shows that 
majority of the bunkering company doing legal business are of 
medium sized enterprises even though the cost of one barge is 
quite large. (Table 4.11) 
 
Table 4.8.12  MEANS OF LIFTING AND SUPPLYING 
VESSEL WITH BUNKERS 
 
Means of supplying 
Bunkers 

NO % 
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a.ThroughBarges/Tug 
 boats   

16 100 

b. Ex piping 0 0 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
All respondents were unanimous that the means of only supply is 
through the use of Barges/Tug boats as can be seen.  It shows  
from Table 4.12 that a piping is not in use at all in the Country.  
This speaks volumes of the state of infrastructure in the region.   
At this stage of oil and gas development in Nigeria one would 
expect a much greater degree of organization in the sector. 
 
Table 4.8.13  OWNERS OF BUNKERING STORAGE 
FACILITY AND THEIR OPERATORS 
 
 NO % 
a. Self –owned 16 100 
b. Others 0 0 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
The result showed that all bunkering storage facilities and their 
operators are self owned.  This means that all the operators 
owned their storage tanks which are the main type of storage 
facilities in place.  Although some of the small time operators 
leave their products in their barges. 
 
Table 4.8.14  LOCATION OF BUNKERING STORAGE 
FACILITIES  
 
 NO % 
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a.   Onne 8 50 
b.   Warri 6 38 
c.    Calabar 1 6 
d.   Port Harcourt 1 6 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
Most of the respondents agreed having multiple bunker storage 
facilities located across the whole Niger-Delta region ports but a 
summary of the locations indicated that 50% of the respondents 
have their facilities in Onne ports while about 38% have facilities 
at Warri with Calabar and Port Harcourt ports accordingly for 
6% each.  It could therefore mean that most vessels refuel at 
Onne or that the conditions at that port are very attractive.     
 
Table 4.8.15  ARE BUNKERING  INFRASTRUCTURES 
MODERN AND ADEQUATE? 
 
 NO % 
a.  Yes 14 88 
b.  No 1 6 
c.  No idea 1 6 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
88% of the respondents agreed that the infrastructures in place 
are modern and adequate but surprisingly the use of piping 
facilities which are now common in Western Europe and South 
America is NOT in existence.  The responses here also appears to 
contradict the earlier response that the bunker trade in the 
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region is organized as there are no sufficient legal frame work in 
place and no organized trade structure.   
 
Table 4.8.16   HAS THE PORT REFORMS ANY EFFECT ON 
BUNKER THE MARKET OPERATIONS 
 
 NO % 
a.  Yes 4 25  
b.  No 9 56 
c.  No idea 3 19 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
A little above average of the respondents agreed that the recent 
port reforms have no effect on the bunker market trade in the 
regions.  (Table 4.16)  This is true as the legislation guiding the 
reforms were silent about the trade.  The DPR is yet to be 
empowered to issue new licenses and to monitor the trade 
practice. 
 
Table 4.8.17   RESENT SOURCE OF BUNKER SUPPLY NOW 
THAT THE REFINERIES ARE NOT WORKING 
 
 NO % 
a.  Imported Products 11 69 
b.  Middle men 4 25 
c.  Others 1 6 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
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From Table 4.17, it seems clear that about 70% of the 
respondents agree that the supply of bunkers in the region were 
imported from abroad.  Since all the nations’ refineries are 
working far below their installed capacity this situation is not 
surprising.  The 25% who got their supplies through middlemen 
could also have gotten it as part of the imported stock.  It is 
most likely that the remaining 5% would have gotten theirs 
through illegal means.  However, going by Media report, it would 
appear that illegal source should constitute more than 5%. 
 
COST OF SUPPLY OF BUNKERS TO VESSELS IN THE 
REGION 
 
 All the respondents agreed that the economic forces of demand 
and supply affect the cost of supply for each type of bunker oil 
that may be needed and there was no fixed cost.  However the 
cost of supply usually hovers in the region $415-$465 per metric 
tune as at the time of this report 
 
Table 4.8.18  TYPES OF BUNKER 
SPECIFICATION/QUALITY COMMONLY USED BY VESSELS 
OPERATING IN THE REGION 
 
Commonly used 
bunkers 

NO % 

a.  LPFO                 16             100 
b.  AGO                 16              100 
c.  DPK                 16              100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
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 All agreed that the respondents on the above three types are 
the commonly used type of bunker fuel in use, however the exact 
type will depend on vessel specification and engines 
 
 There was no response to this meaning that the question was 
either not properly framed or was simply misunderstood.  It could 
also means unwillingness to disclose which is likely the case since 
the trade is somewhat secret. 
 
 
Table  4.8.19   CAN WE FORECAST BUNKER MARKET 
DEMANDS IN THE REGION 
 
 NO % 
a.  Yes 3 19 
b.  No 12 75 
c.  No idea 1 6 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
 75% of the respondents agreed that we cannot forecast bunker 
market demands in the region due to the unorganized and 
uncertain nature of the trade.  The restiveness and militancy of 
the youths is also another factor which has affected demand as 
many vessel which would have berthed at the ports are forced to  
go elsewhere. 
 
Table 4.8.20  AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING 
OIL SPILLS IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
 
 NO % 
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a. NNPC 1 6.25 
b.  FEPA 2 12.50 
c.  NIMASA 10 62.50 
d.  NPA 0 0 
e.  NOSDRA 3 18.75 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
Over 60% of the respondents agreed that the NIMASA should 
be responsible for monitoring oil spills in the marine environment.   
 
Table  4.8.21  TYPES OF CLEAN UP EXERCISE EMPLOYED 
TO HANDLE OIL SPILLS 
 
 NO % 
a.  Mop-up operations 6 38 
b.  Use of oil 
dispersants/ separal 

9 56 

c. Use of Booms / 
    Schemes 

1 6 

d.  Others (specify) 0 0 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
 Over 50% agreed that the most common method to handle 
bunker oil spills is the use of oil dispersant / separation after 
which mop-up operations will be employed.   
 
Table 4.8.22  DO YOU THINK THERE  IS GOOD 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NIGERIA’S FEPA AND THE IMO 
ON MARINE POLLUTION 
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 NO % 
a.  Yes 3 18.75 
b.  No 10 62.50 
c.  No Idea 3 18.75 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
Over 60% of the respondents agreed that there is no good 
working relationship between the Agency responsible for all 
environmental pollution in Nigeria (FEPA) and the IMO on marine 
pollution.  This response was not fully substantiated. 
 
Table 4.8.23  ASSESSMENT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF 
NIGERIA’S FEPA 
 
 NO % 
a.  Excellent 0                0 
b.  Good 0                0 
c.  Fair 4 25 
d.  Poor 12 75 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
 Over 70% of the respondents agreed that FEPA has performed 
poorly.  This negatively skewed response is a clear indication of 
the weakness by FEPA in the execution of its assigned role.  It is 
not surprisingly that the Federal Government decided to 
establish a new agency – NOSDRA whose functions almost clashes 
with that of FEPA. 
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Table 4.8.24  MEASURES THAT CAN BE USED TO 
MINIMISE MARINE POLLUTION DURING BUNKER 
TRANSFER 
 
 NO % 
a.  Heavy tax penalty 12 75 
b.  Impounding of      
     vessels impounded 

3 19 

c.  Compensation to the  
     port owners 

0 1 

d.  Renovation of 
     license of bunker 
     dealer 

1 6 

 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
75% of the respondents support heavy tax penalty but there are 
no relevant laws to support this.  It was only in 2006 that the 
Nigeria Government domesticated the MARPOL 73 & 78 acts.  Up 
till date no one has been fined on this as the records in NIMASA 
has revealed.  
 
Table 4.8.25  DO YOU THINK THAT THE NEWLY CREATED  
AGENCY – NOSDRA WILL HELP IN COMBATING OIL BUNKER 
POLLUTION IN NIGERIA 
 
 NO               % 
a.  Yes 3 19 
b.  No 12 75 
c.  No Idea 1 6% 
Total 16 10 

 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
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 75% of the respondents believed NOSDRA will not perform. 
Maybe this is a perception from the failure of FEPA to perform 
it’s assigned statutory duties in the past. 
 
Table 4.8.26  DO YOU CONSIDER THE OIL BUNKERING 
BUSINESS IN THE NIGER DELTA RISKY 
 
 NO % 
a.  Strongly Agree 0 0 
b.  Agree 16 100 
c.  Disagree 0 0 
d.  Strongly disagree 0 0 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
 All the respondents agreed 100% that the bunkering business is 
very risky in the Niger-Delta due to youth restiveness pipeline 
vandalisation and oil theft.  The Nigerian Navy and other security 
agents have negative impression about genuine bunker dealers 
treating practitioners as illegal traders.  
 
Table 4.8.27  OIL BUNKERING IN THE NIGER DELTA 
REGION HAS BEEN HAMPERED BY THE RESTIVE 
ACTIVITIES OF THE YOUTHS 
 
 NO % 
a.  Yes 11 69 
b.  No 0 0 
c.  Slightly 1 6 
d.  Greatly 4 25 
Total 16 100 
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Source: Field Survey 2008 
  
All the respondents agreed in differing degrees that bunkering 
business in Niger-Delta has been tampered by restive activities 
of the youth but nearly 70% agreeing that it has.  This is an 
indication of breakdown of law and order in the area and a 
movement towards a state of anarchy in the region which requires 
urgent government attention. 
 
Table  4.8.28  IS BUNKERING BUSINESS LUCRATIVE IN 
OTHER PARTS OF NIGERIA  OUTSIDE THE NIGER DELTA 
REGION 

 
 Frequency % 
a.  Yes 10 62.5 
b.  No 0 0 
c.  Relatively 6 37.5 
d.  No idea                0 0 
Total 16 100 
 
Source: Field Survey 2008 
 
Over 60% agreed that bunkering could still be a lucrative 
business in other parts of Nigeria outside the Niger-Delta region.  
It shows that with a conducive business environment, vessels will 
divert to other ports where they can bunker without much 
hassles especially in the South West region. 
 
Table  4.8.29  IS NIGERIAN NAVY ROLE IN OIL 
BUNKERING WELL JUSTIFIED 
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 NO % 
a.  Yes               12               75 
b.  No                3               19 
c.  No idea               1                6 
              10               100 

 
Source: Field Survey 2008 

 
75% of the agreed that the Nigerian Navy role is well justified 
while about 20% disagreed. 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.8.30  SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO IMPROVE OIL 
BUNKERING TRADE IN NIGER-DELTA ACCORDING TO THE 
RESPONDENTS   
 
The summary of suggestion on how to improve on bunker trade 
are given below: 
 
i)  Create an organized structure for the trade and not just 
registering with the DPR; 
 
ii) Provide strict monitoring regulations for the trade and 
empower the agencies that are statutory required to do the 
monitoring; 
 
iii) Political that will pursue set goals must be strong and 
enduring; 
 
iv) Government should differentiate through licensing of; 
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       a)  Harbour Bunkering 
       b)  Inland Water Way/Coastal bunkering 
       c)  Deep Sea Soil Sale and Ship to Ship (STS) oil supply 
 
       This will be achieved through collaboration between    
       NIMASA and DPR. 
 
v)  The DPR should harmonise it’s operating permits for Marine 
      oil supplies and bunkering license; 
 
vi)  That the Nigerian Navy should stop issuing approval for oil 
      supplies to ships as that is not part of statutory mandate; 
 
vii)  The NPA should stop charging wharfage/wharfinger charges; 
        
(viii)  That NIMASA should take over the job of registering and 
         monitoring bunker trade activities since the DPR has not  

been doing it’s work 
 
 ix)   The Marine Police should stop interfering in Bunker oil 

trade activities as it has no business there; 
 
 x)   That Government should check the activities of the youths   
        and militants in the region which has continued to hamper  

the practice of the trade; 
 
  xii)  That NIMASA and Nigerian Navy should work together to 

 provide the much security at the sea for the bunker trade 
to flourish.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
 

 5.0   SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 5.1   SUMMARY  
  
 The Summary of the findings on the research titled “OIL 
BUNKERING IN NIGERIAN’S NIGER-DELTA REGION and how 
it has addressed the purpose of the study revealed that there 
are no organized Bunker trade structure in the whole of the 
Niger Delta Region.   
 

The research which was aimed at appraising the bunker 
market trade in the Niger-Delta region had other specific 
objectives like  

 
- Identifying the structure of the trade and the major 

players highlighting their various roles: 
- Highlighting how the trade is being practiced in Nigeria 

as well as in other countries 
- Examining the contribution of bunkering to the Nigerian 

economy: 
- Assessed the environmental impact of oil spills arising 

from bunkering activities: 
 

In carrying out this study, questionnaires were 
administered to selected companies.  The purposive 
sampling technique was used because it provided some 
assurance of representation as the entire population was 
investigated.   
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 Thereafter all the data collected were analyzed using 

simple percentages and the results of the findings are stated in 
section 5.2. 

    
Ordinarily, at the apex of any organized trade would have 

been the regulatory agency with other identified players and 
stakeholders playing their expected roles.  In this case the main 
regulatory body, the Directorate of Petroleum Resources (DPR) 
had simply closed its eyes to the activities of the bunker traders 
as the Federal Government has since 1999 not authorized the 
DPR to License any new trader nor renew the License of the 
existing ones.   
 
The implication of this, is that those masquerading as bunkerers  
are illegally doing so as they do not possess any current License 
and many do not have any at all.  We also observed that among 
the current players they combine all the duties of a bunker 
trader, buyer and broker.   There was no clear distinction in roles 
among the players.  Most of the Suppliers who supply bunker fuel 
in the  region were found to be mainly IPMAN Members while the 
oil majors like Oando, Mobil Texaco etc constitute lesser 
percentage.  
 
We also observed that in South American Countries like Panama. 
Chile, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, Costa-Rica, that bunkering earns a 
lot to their economy as it is a well organized trade.  Infact, many 
Vessels passes through the Panama Canal simply to go and refuel 
because of the way and manner the trade is organized.  As a 
result of this, it is possible to forecast demand and supply of 
bunker fuel in these Countries but this is not possible at all in the 
Niger Delta Region.  Apart from the activities of illegal 
operators, Youth restiveness and Militancy has also scared away 
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many vessels which ordinarily would plyed in the region and to 
bunker fuel oil.  The Nation had also lost huge Sums of money as a 
result of the ill-organized manner of the trade.  Apart from lost 
revenues from Licensing and other Sundry charges, there were 
also losses arising from stolen oil and losses from foreign vessels 
who would have called in the Country to bunker their vessels. 
 
We also found out that about 1% of all oil spills in the region was 
as a result bunkering activities.  The harmful effect of oil spills 
are better imagined than discussed.  The Niger Delta being an 
agrarian and fishing zone suffered untold hardship as a result of 
oil spill.  Infact many were also displaced as a result of oil spills. 
 
Illegal bunkering was found to be in existence in the region and 
constitute more activities than the legal one.  The struggle to 
control illegal oil bunkering was found to be one of the causes of 
the crisis in the region too. 
 
  From the finding listed above we have been to achieve most 
of the objectives of the study as an attempt was made to 
demystify all that has been said about legal and illegal bunkering.  
The absence of sufficient controls and monitoring by the relevant 
regulatory bodies has caused the Country loss of money, 
employment opportunities and economic development.  The 
absence of the controls was as a result of the absence of clear 
market structure on which the regulators could have used in the 
monitoring of the trade. 
 

 Respondents were unequivocal in their submissions that 
unless there are proper rules and regulations, adequate 
enforcement of the existing laws presence of an organized 
structure for the trade there will continue to be problem.  It 
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therefore behoves on the Federal Government to take a cue from 
those laudable suggestions and move the Industry forward.  
 
 
5.2 FINDINGS 
 
The findings drawn from the research questions and other 
studies reveal the following;-  
 

1. That there is no organized bunker market trade 
structure in the Niger-Delta as in other places.  There 
are no distinctive roles played by bunker traders, bunker 
brokers and bunker buyers.  Most companies combine all 
the activities into one. 

 
2. The major players in the trade who are simply grouped as 

suppliers are made of Independent Petroleum Marketers 
Association of Nigeria (IPMAN) members and the oil 
major marketers like Mobil, Texaco, Oando etc. 

 
3. The study observed that bunker market trade is well 

organized in most South American countries like Panama, 
Chile, Venezuela, Ecuador, Costa Rica etc while there 
were insufficient data to comment on the trade practice 
in West African countries of Ghana, Benin republic, Chad, 
Equitorial Guniea and Niger Republic 

 
4.     That due to the haphazard way and manner that the 

trade was being practiced in the Niger – Delta region  
that it would not be possible to forecast and project 
bunker fuel demand in the region.   
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5. There are no supporting relevant laws and regulations as 
the main regulatory authority the DPR has had its power 
to register and renew licenses kept in abeyance by the 
Federal Government. The end result is that there is 
indiscriminate participation in the trade by criminals. 
Today the Nigerian Navy has taken dominating role in the 
regulating of the trade which is not supposed to be.  The 
Marine Police has also left it’s statutory functions and 
now participate in monitoring bunker trade. 

 
6. That there are sufficient infrastructures which most 

respondents had agreed to be modern.  However the use 
of ex-piping facility to transfer bunker into vessels which 
is now common in Europe and South America is not yet 
available in Nigeria. 

 
7. That there are so much economic benefits derivable to 

the country from an organized oil bunkering trade in that 
it will create more employment.  It could also lead to the 
reduction to the cost of goods as vessels coming into the 
country will carry less bunker as it hopes to bunker in 
Nigeria.  The development of an organized bunker market 
would have stimulated the level of maritime traffic in the 
region as many vessels coming to bunker in Nigeria 
economic activities in the maritime sector.  What about 
the contribution to the nation’s GDP.  All these benefits 
are lost because there are organized structures in place. 

 
8. That there are no sufficient regulatory controls and by 

the regulatory bodies to the bunker market players.  The 
main regulatory bodies the DPR has since 1999 not issued 
any new or renewed any license as the Federal 
Government has not authorized it to do so.  The result is 
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that the Nigerian Navy has virtually taken over the 
regulation of the trade whereas this is not part of their 
functions. 

 
9. That illegal bunkering, oil theft and pipeline vandalisation 

do exist in Nigeria’s Niger Delta.  The statistics is quite 
alarming as the NNPC has published a statistics saying 
that there are four hundred attacks on its facilities 
every month.  However it is estimated that Nigeria losses 
about 7 billion US dollars annually due to activities of 
illegal oil bunkerers, oil theft and pipeline vandal. 

 
10.  That through illegal oil bunkering, oil theft and pipeline 

vandalization that the nation losses colossal sums of 
money.  Money that would have been used for economic 
development like the building of school, hospitals, roads, 
housing estates find their way into the pockets of 
criminals and high networks mafia gangs.  The nation 
Nigeria indeed stands to lose and has actually lost heavily 
to the criminals.  These have been clearly stated in 
section 2.12 

 
11. It was also found to be true that there is a direct and 

positive relationship between illegal oil bunkerers and the 
crisis in the Niger Delta.  Most of the criminal gangs and 
the militants obtain most of their funding through illegal 
oil bunkering, pipeline vandalisation and oil theft.  They 
exchange the petrol products for ammunition and guns 
with which they now establish mafia gangs and others.  
This was stated in Section 2.12 also. 

 
12. That there was a total of 4647 incidents of oil spills 

resulting in the spillage of 2,369,470 barrels of oil into 
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the environment between 1976 to 1996 and out of this 
only 1% i.e. 464. Of this relates to spillage due to 
bunkering activities.  Section 2.11 has sufficient 
information to attest to this. 

 
13.  That FEPA which hitherto was responsible for the 

monitoring of all spillages in the environment was  found 
to be grossly inefficient and it was not surprising that 
Federal Government created another agency NOSDRA –
National Oil Spill Detection and Response Agency in 2004 
to tackle all the problems.  The NIMASA Act 2006 has 
formally empowered the NIMASA to be in the forefront 
of oil spillage due to bunker activities and in 
transportation.  The domestication of the MARPOL 73 & 
78 convention financially rests the case on NIMASA. 

 
14. That the Onne port appears to be most attractive centre 

for vessels wishing to bunker in the Niger Delta region as 
about 50% of the respondents have storage facilities 
located at Onne.  Warri port followed with 38% percent 
while Calabar and Port Harcourt took all over. 

 
15. All the two refineries located in the Niger Delta region 

were found to be producing below capacity and as such 
almost all the bunker supply in the region were all from 
imported sources and also from middlemen who invariably 
must have bought from the importers. 

 
 

16. That due to the unorganized and uncertain nature of the 
trade it would not be possible to forecast bunker demand 
in the region.  The restiveness and militancy of the 
youths had contributed mainly to that. 
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5.3 CONCLUSION 
 

The objectives set out at the beginning of this study was 
achieved as it has been proven that bunkering is a legitimate 
trade which can be praticised legally in any country but 
unfortunately this is not so.  That illegal bunkering, oil theft and 
pipeline vandalization appears to be the order of the day.  It has 
also been suggested that the Department of Petroleum (DPR) 
should be empowered to regulate the practice of the trade in 
Nigeria and that by so doing the nation stands to gain from the 
benefits of the trade.     
 
5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
The following are the recommendations being made for the 
improvement for the bunker oil market trade in the Niger Delta 
region.  These suggestions have included measures aimed at 
curbing pipeline vandalisation and oil theft.  The reason for this is 
for the fact that common understanding of the meaning of oil 
bunkering in Nigeria parlance includes oil theft and pipeline 
vandalisation and a casual reader going through the 
recommendation will expect to see proposals tackling pipeline 
vandalisation and oil theft. 
 
5.4.1 NEED FOR PROPER MONITORING AND CONTROL 
 
There is the urgent and dire need for a proper monitoring of the 
bunker oil market trade in Nigeria.  The trade in the way it is 
practiced now is most ill organized and thoroughly abused.  It was 
shocking to observe that despite the huge revenues that would 
have been accruing to the nation from licensing fees and for 
other services the Federal Government for whatsoever turned a 
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blind eye to that sub-sector and refused to empower the DPR to 
do its work.  The issuance of new bunkering license and the 
renewal of old one had been suspended since 1999 by the Federal  
Government and this had given room for all comers to what they 
like.  Even those currently practicing the trade as today do not 
have any valid license as what they have has long expired.  It was 
therefore not surprising of the apathy and brazen fear displayed 
by many of the practitioners when we sent our questionnaires.  
Even those who had advertised in the internet denied their 
advert.  The DPR need to be empowered to do its work to issue 
new licenses and to renew the old ones.  By so doing that will 
enable them to properly monitor the activities of all practitioners 
in the trade. 
 
5.4.2 NEED FOR ADEQUATE OCEAN GOVERNANCE 
 
There is the need to have in place proper and adequate Ocean 
Governance for all activities going on in the region.  It has been 
found out that there are so many criminal gangs operating in the 
creeks and waters in the region.  These gangs constitute 
themselves into Law and order and thereby commit all sorts of 
atrocities in the region.  There is therefore the urgent need to 
have in place the Niger Navy, Marine Police and other relevant 
agencies patrol the waters regularly to maintain Law and order.  
These agencies need to be properly equipped with patrol gun 
boats and Sophisticated Communication Equipment for easy of 
communication.  More platforms should be built in strategic 
places in the region to enable effective monitoring.  These will 
help to curb the activities  of the oil thieves while providing 
security for life and property in the region.  
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5.4.3 MANAGEMENT OF OIL SPILLS 
 
There is the need to have in place an adequate Rapid Response 
Contingency plan to address the issue of spillage during bunker 
transfers into vessels.  There are no readily available statistics 
of oil spills in the region.  According to the IBIA, spills incidences 
could either be categorized in to two those less than 7 tons and 
those above 7 tons.  Statistics of oil spills though it is a common 
knowledge that there were spills in the period under review were 
not readily available.  A  visit to website of FEPA and the newly 
established NOSDRA could not avail  us of any statistics.  
However from Igwilo & Badejo (2004) it was gathered that there 
were menance.  To combat these, there should be in place for a 
policy initiative  whereby all notable and lead agencies like 
NOSDRA, FEPA, DPR, NEMA.  Ecology fund and the Nimasa that 
have facilities to tackle of the oil spillage whether on small or 
large scale should come together to combat any spillage.  These 
agencies should come together to put resources and efforts 
together.  The acquisition of oil spill recovery and anti-pollution 
vessel would be a step in the right direction.  These vessels are 
quite expensive and the pooling of resources is a step in the right 
direction. 

 
Another contingency plan that is supported and is recommended 
is one whereby a consortium of all the oil companies in Nigeria 
had establish a fulltime company that exclusively to handle oil 
spill incidents.  By so doing any individual will simply invite CAN to 
come to its rescue. 

 
Majority of the respondents to the questionnaires sent are in 
agreement that as soon as a spill occurs all the contingency 
agencies should rally together to contain the spill while the 
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polluter shall be required to offset all the expense.  This measure 
we are also in support.  This is inline with MARPOL 73/78 which 
Nigeria has also ratified.  It encourages that anyone who pollutes 
our water with oil shall be penalized heavily and it will shall no 
longer be business as usual. 
 
5.4.4  PIPELINE VANDALISATION 
 
We recommend that the Nigerian Civil Defence Corps- a para 
military agency should be assigned fully the task of monitoring 
and protecting oil pipelines in Nigeria.  This organization has  
achieved a lot of success in the areas where they had been 
deployed and we wish to support that they take over the 
assignment fully.  The weakness and deterioration in strength due 
to wear and tear of the NNPC pipelines had made it very easy for 
pipeline vandals to steal oil from this pipeline.  These pipeline 
networks were all laid in 1976 and no doubt needs replacement 
now.  The government should reconsider their replacement as a 
matter of top urgency. 
 
5.4.5 CHEMICAL FINGER PRINTING OF CRUDE OIL 
 
From the study, it was observed that Nigerian oil companies had 
developed a technology whereby it is possible to trace all the 
crude oil extracted in the country to its individual flow station 
and even to individual oil wells.  In June 2007, shell petroleum had 
proposed that oil exports from the country should be certified 
based on this  technology which is also called ”CHEMICAL 
FINGER PRINTING”. We wish to support this proposal for its 
immediate implementation. Through this means, it is easier to 
capture and collate all data released on crude oil production and 
export in the country. Secondly, Chemical Fingering of crude oil 
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will help monitor and deter illegal bunkerers as any oil stolen can 
easily be traced. 
 
Monitoring authorities can stop a vessel carrying oil and if a 
sample of the oil is taken and tested and do not have a record of 
legitimate source or sale, the vessel can be confisticated with its 
contents. The Nigerian government could also inform all 
refineries world wide against buying our bonny light  the type of 
crude to verify the provenance of the crude they are buying. 
Chemical Finger printing of crude oil makes it possible to create a 
proper record for the crude and will therefore discourage oil 
theft and illegal bunkering.  
 
 
5.4.6 SIGNING OF AGREEMENT WITH NEIGBOURING       
          STATES 
 
The Federal government should as a matter of urgency put in a 
place measures designed to address the demand side of the 
illegal oil bunkering equation.  These measures will include those 
which will discourage the illegal side of oil to neigbouring 
countries.  If there are no ready made buyers of stolen oil, the 
thieves will have a rethink of their nefarious activities.  It was 
confirmed publicly in the June 2003 by the Cote d’ivoire Minister 
for Mines & Energy Monnet Leon Emmanuel that much of the 
crude oil refined in their country’s refineries were stolen from 
Nigeria.  Taking a  cue from that, Nigeria signed an agreement on 
19th August 2003 with the government of code d’ivore for the 
supply of 30,000 bpd of crude oil so as to reduce illegal sale of oil 
to that country.  Such agreement should also be extended to 
neighbour and nearby states like Ghana, Togo, Benin Republic who 
have refineries but no crude in their countries. 
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5.4.7   OTHERS 
 
We are also in total agreement with all the suggestions by the 
Industry practitioners on the way forward to move the trade 
forward.  These are the points enumerated on section 4.3.34 
(page) 
 
5.4.8  SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 
 
Owing to dearth of data this study could not compare bunker 
Market Trade Practice in Nigeria’s neighboring Countries of 
Ghana, Togo, Benin Republic and Cameroon.  We recommend that 
further studies be carried out on this. 
 
We also recommend that further studies be carried out on the 
positive impact oil bunkering will have on the Nation’s economy 
should the DPR be empowered to do it’s work properly.  The DPR 
should also be required to keep current data and statistics on the 
trade to enable researchers make comparison.  
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                                     SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

                            Dept of Maritime Transport Technology, 
                                                     Federal University of Technology 

                 Owerri  
                                 2nd January, 2008 

 
 
   
                                                                                          
Dear Sir, 

RE-OIL BUNKERING IN NIGERIA’S NIGER DELTA 
I am a student of the Federal University of Technology, Owerri 
working on the above subject, which is in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the award of an MBA degree. 
 
Grateful, it you would take out time to complete the attached 
questionnaires and also provide any additional information which 
you think might be useful in this research. Be rest assured that all 
information given here will be treated in Strict confidence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yours Faithfully 
V. I. ONUZURUIKE.  
(MMT 20044493468) 
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OIL BUNKERING IN NIGERIA’S NIGER DELTA 
 

QUESTIONAIRE 
 
Please tick as appropriate/comment as possible 
 
1. AGE OF RESPONDENT 
(a) 20-30 
(b) 31-40 
(c) 41 and Above 
 
2. HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION OF RESPONDENT 
(a) SECONDARY   
(b) NCE/HND/BSC. 
(c) Masters/Doctorate Degrees 
(d) Other Professional qualifications. 
 
3. RANK OF RESPONDENT IN THE ORGANISATION 
(a) Middle Management 
(b) Senior/Top management 
(c) CEO/ Board of Member. 
 
4. LENGTH OF SERVICE IN THE ORGANISATION 
(a) 1-10 
(b) 11-20 
(c) 21 and Above. 
 
5. HOW LONG HAS YOUR ORGANISATION BEEN INVOLVED IN 
BUNKERING BUSINESS IN NIGERIA? 
(a) 1-5 years 
(b) 6-10 years 
(c) 11 and above years. 
 
6. HOW MANY REGULATORY BODIES CONTROLLING OIL BUNKERING 
TRADE IN NIGERIA, do you know? 
(a) 1-5                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
(b) 6-10 
(c) 11 and above. 
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7. BRIEFLY, NAME ANY FIVE. 
 
 
8. Do you think that Nigeria’s Oil bunkering Trade is well organized? 
a) Yes   b) No     C) No Idea 
 
9(a).  IF NO, Give Reasons 
(a) 
(b) 
(c)                                                                                                                                               
  
9(b) If yes, Give Reasons 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
 
 
 10. MAJOR BUNKER OIL TRADERS/ DEALERS IN NIGERIA NIGER 
DELTA AND IF POSSIBLE THEIR MARKET SHARES IN PERCENTAGES.  
a) 
b) 
C) 
d) 
 
11. NO OF BARGES OWNED BY YOUR ORGANISATION INVOVLED IN 
BUNKERING 
(a) 1-5                  (b) 6-10                (c ) 11 and above. 
 
12. MEANS OF LIFTING AND SUPPLYING VESSEL WITH BUNKERS. 

(a) Barges/Vessels 
(b) Ex-pipe facilities 
(c) Any other means 

 
13. PIPELINE PUMPING FEES IF PIPELINES ARE USED. 
  
14. Do you OWN BUNKER STORAGE FACILITIES IN NIGERIA AND IF 
NOT, NAME THEIR OPERATORS/OWNER. 
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15. NAME THE LOCATION OF BUNKER STORARAGE INFRASTRUCTURES 
THAT YOU USE. 
 
16. ARE THESE INFRASTRATURES MODERN AND ADEQUATE? 
a) Yes      b) No         c) No Idea 
 
17.  HAS THE RECENT PORT REFORMS IN NIGERIA HAD ANY EFFECT 
ON YOUR BUNKER MARKET OPERATIONS? 
 
a) Yes       b) No       c) No Idea 
 
18. NOW THAT REFINARIES IN NGERIA ARE NOT OPERATING, WHAT 
IS THE PRESENT SOURCE OF BUNKER SUPPLY IN NIGERIA? 
 
 
19. WHAT IS THE  COST OF SUPPLY TO THE VESSELS IN THE REGION?  
 
 
20. WHAT ARE THE POPULAR TYPES OF BUNKER QUALITY AND FUEL 
SPECIFICATION THAT USE TRADE IN? 
(a) 
(b) 
(C) 
(D) 
 
 
21. BUNKER MARKET PRICE STRUCTURE FOR THE DIFFERENT 
PRODUCTS YOU DEAL IN. 
 
 
22. CAN WE FORECAST BUNKER MARKET DEMANDS IN NIGERIA? 
a) Yes            b) No          c) No Idea 
 
23. STATISTICS OF BUNKER OIL SPILLS REPORTED IN NIGERIA’S 
NIGER DELTA IN THE PAST DECADE KNOW TO YOU. 
 
a) 1-10        b) 11-20      c) 21-above 
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24. WHICH AGENCY SHOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR MONITORING OIL 
SPILLS IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT? 
 
a) NNPC               B) FEPA               C) NIMASA             d) NPA    e) 
NOSDRA 
 
25. TYPES OF CLEAN UP EXERCISES EMPLOYED IN PLACE THAT YOU 
ARE FAMILIAR WITH. 
a) MOP-UP OPERATIONS 
b) USE OF OIL DISPENSATIONS/SEPARATIION 
c) USE OF BOOMS/SCHEMERS 
d) OTHERS (SPECIFY) 
 
26. DO YOU THINK THAT THERE IS GOOD WORKING RELATIONSHIP    
BETWEEN THE FED ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY (FEPA) AND 
THE IMO WHICH IS IN CHARGE OF GLOBAL M2ARINE POLLUTION? 
 
a) Yes       b) No      c) No Idea 
 
27. ASSESS THE PERFORMANCE OF FEDERAL ENVIRONMENT 
PROTECTION AGENCY IN RELATION TO MARINE POLLUTION. 
 
a) Excellent           b) Good           c) Fair       d) Poor 
 
28. WHICH MEASURES WILL YOU SUPPORT THAT CAN BE USED TO 
MINIMISE THE TREND OF MARINE POLLUTION DURING BUNKER 
TRANSFER? 
 

a) Heavy tax penalty 
b) Impounding of vessels involved 
c) Compensation to the port owners 
d) Revocation of license of the bunker dealer. 

 
29. DO YOU THINK THAT THE NEWLY CREATED NATIONAL OIL SPILLS 
DETECTION AND RESPONSE AGENCY (NOSDRA) WILL HELP IN 
COMBATING BUNKER OIL POLLUTION IN NIGERIA? 
 
(a) Yes           (b) No          (c) No idea 
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30. DO YOU CONSIDER THE OIL BUNKERING BUSINESS RISKY VIS-À-
VIS    THE NIGERIA REGULATORY SYSTEM? 
 

a) Agree 
b) Strongly Agree 
c) Disagree 
d) Strongly disagree 
 

31. THE OIL BUNKERING BUSINESS IN THE NIGER DELTA REGION HAS 
BEEN HAMPERED BY THE RESTIVE ACTIVITIES OF THE YOUTHS. 

 
a) Yes       b) No     c) Slightly         d) Greatly 
 

32. DO YOU CONSIDER BUNKERING BUSINESS LUCRATIVE IN ANY 
OTHER PART OF NIGERIA OUTSIDE THE NIGER DELTA REGION 

a) Yes    b) No   c) Relatively   d) No Idea 
 
 

33. DO YOU THINK THAT NIGERIA NAVY’S ROLE IN MONITONINS OIL 
BUNKERING IN WALL JUSTIFIED? 

 
a) Yes    b) No    c) No idea 
 

34 SUGGESTIONS TO IMPROVE OIL BUNKERING TRADE IN NIGERIA 
                                                                        (FREE COMMENTS 
PLEASE) 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF COMPANIES WHERE QUESTIONNAIRES 
                                   WERE ADMINISTERED 
 
 
 

1) J S Shipping And Trading co 
38,Kofo Abayomi Avenue Apapa 
Lagos 
Tel : 0803-300-7002 
E-mail- bola_ david@yahoo.co.uk 
            JSshipping_co.com 
 

2)  Ibafon Oil Ltd 
Ibru port Complex 
Ibafon Warehouse bus-stop 
Apapa/Oshodi exp Nig  
Lagos 
Tel: 01- 47563303 

01- 7926264 
           E-mail- ibafonoil@hotmail.com 
 

3) Peace Gate Oil and Gas 
11a Sapara Williams Close, 
Off Idowu Martins Street, 
Victoria Island, 
Lagos. 
Tel: 4612160-1 
       0808-718-7803 
E-mail- info@peacegategroup_ng.com 
            www.peacegategroup_ng.com 
 

4) Tonique oil services ltd 
Plot 31a Far Far Animashaun  
Street, 
Off Ajose Adeogun Street, 
Victoria Island. 
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Tel: 01- 2714017 
01-2714018 
E-mail: tonique@hypenig.com 
          www.toniqueoilservices.com 
 
 

5) E.Tiana Ventures Ltd 
5,Bombay Crescent 
Apapa. 
Tel: 0803-301-8475 
E-mail- etianamarine@yahoo.com 

 
 

6) Ayo Mustapha Ltd, 
24, Aba Johnson Crescent, 
Ikeja 
E-mail- info@mustapha.biz 
Tel: 01-4934465 
       01-7593125 

 
7) Capi -Deo Ventures Ltd, 
     5, Bombay Crescent Apapa, 
     Lagos. 
     E-mail- capi_deo212@yahoo.com 
      Tel: 0803-725-3872 
 
8) Devon Petogas Nig Ltd 

Plot 874b, Ozumba Mbadiwe Road, 
Victoria Island 
Tel: 01-4616401-3 
E-mail- infos@devonpetrogas.com 

 
9) Divine Marine Shipping Nig LTD 

10, King Perekule Street, 
GRA Phase 2 PHC 
E-mail- admin@divinemarinegrp.com 
Tel: 084-239-910 
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10) First Fuels Nig Ltd 
   14,Probyu Road Ikoyi 
   E-mail- x@firstfuels.com 
    Tel: 01-2692424 
 
 
11) Habassot Global Services LTD 

16,Burma Road, 
Apapa 
E-mail- habassotglobalservices@yahoo.com 
Tel: 01-5870112 

 
12) Kotram Nig Ltd 

15, Randle Road, 
Apapa 
E-mail- info@kotram.com 
Tel: 01-8117222 

 
13) Ocean Crest International 

Services ltd, 
 Capl house, 
16, Burma road, Apapa. 
E-mail- ocisnl@yahoo.co.uk 
Tel: 01-7732816 
       01-2704259 

    
14)  O.W. Bunker Germany GMBH 

E-mail- hamburg@owbunker.de 
Buchtstrasse4 Hamburg 
D-22087 Germany 

 
15) Pigi Resources Ltd 

22a Suez Crescent 
Wuse Zone 4 Abuja 
Tel: 09-5235383 
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       09-5235389 
 
     16)  Qatar Fuel (woqod) 

  3rd Floor Qatar 
     Industrial Development Bank 
     Grand Hamad Street Doha City, 

           Qatar 
           Tel: +97 4430 8888 

        +97 4430 8115 
           E-mail- rmarchadesch@woqod.com.qa 
    

17)  Rit- B oil&Gas Ltd Suite 307 
17,Ahmed onibado street, 
Victoria Island 
Tel: 01-320-0657 
E-mail- ritb_oil@africamail.com   

 
    18)  Rivbon Limited 

 173b Moshood 
 Olugbami Street, 
 Victoria Island 
  Tel: 01-871-9198 

 
    19)  Sablata Samanja 

 Investment (WA) Ltd 
 57a Venn Road South Odoakpa 
 Onitsha, 
 Nigeria  

            
    20)  Sea Petroleum and Gas Ltd 
            Km 14,Lekki -Epe Express way, 
            Agungi, 
            Lekki. 
            E-mail- info@seapetrol.com 
            Tel: 01-4702084 
  
  21)   Atlantic Oil  

Maritime SA 
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Tel: +30 210 428 6512 
Fax: +30 210 4286513 
E-mail- aomchart@hol.gr 

  
22)   Addax Bunkering Services (Switzerland) 

12, Rue Michel Servet Geneva 12 
CH-1211, 
Switzerland 
E-mail- abs@aogltd.com 
Tel: +41 22 702 9 040 
Fax: +41 22 702 9 140 

 
23)   Honeywell Oil & Gas ltd 
         4, Adeleke Adedoyin 
         Street, 
          Off Musa Yaradua 
          Victoria Island. 
          E-mail- oilandgas@honeywell_group.com 
                      www.honeywelloil.com 
 
24)  Equitorial Energy Co Ltd, 
        38,Kofo Abayomi Avenue, 
        Apapa, 
        Lagos. 
        Tel: 01-5458786 
               01-2704948 
         E-mail- equitrialenergy@yahoo.co.uk 
                      Eqi4ever@nigol.net.org  
 
25)  Pokat Nigeria Limited, 
        14, Wharf Road, 
        Apapa 
        Tel: 0803-303-0777 
               0803-303-0442 
         E-mail- pokating2002@yahoo.com 
 
26)   Monica Marine Nig Ltd 
        26,Ado Avenue, 
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        Apapa. 
        Tel: 01 - 7900635 
                080-302-5022 
        E-mail- ceebee120@yahoo.com 
                  ceebeeemma@eudoramail.com 
 
27)   All ray Maritime Services Ltd 
         Elenganza Plaza, 
         Libra  Block, 
         2nd Floor, 
         1 Commercial Road, 
         Apapa 
         www.allraymaritimeservices.com 
 
28)  Seaport Maritime Services Ltd 
        6a Payne Crescent, 
         Apapa, 
         Lagos 
         E-mail- expoship@aol.com 
 
29)  Latitude Oil 
        15, Mecarthy street 
        Onikan, 
         Lagos. 
 
30)  Capital Oil & Gas Ind ltd 
        12, Umunze Building, 
        Apapa/Oshodi Express 
        Tel: 01-8181640-1 
               01-5803903 
 
31)  Nugus Oil & Gas services Ltd 
       16, Burma road, 
       Apapa. 
       Tel: 01- 4600130 
 
32)  Linetrade Oil Supply & Trading co 
        13a A.J Marinho Divine      
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        Victoria Island. 
         Tel: 01- 4617713-4 
 
 
33)  Integrated Oil & Gas Services 
       41, Hapeju Street, 
       Apapa, 
       Lagos 
        Tel: 01-5451905         
 
34)  Fight and Roll 
       Shipping and Offshore Ltd, 
        8, Ibiere Crescent,  
        Off Kofo Abayomi Avenue, 
        Apapa 
        Tel: 0805-555-1455 
 
 
35)  Egerton Resources Ltd 
        2nd Floor, 
        5,Bombay Crescent, 
         Apapa, 
         Lagos. 
        E-mail- egertonresources@yahoo.com 
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